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Abstract
Flow induced vibrations of foreign objects were studied experimentally at University of
Waterloo’s water flume facility. The main objective of this study was to understand the
three dimensional dynamic response of foreign objects inside normal triangle tube bundle
and estimate semi-empirically the amount of time taken by these objects to cause critical
wear damage to the tube bundle tubes. Based on the information obtained from previous
Foreign Objects Search and Retrieval (FOSAR) activities , the dynamic response of wire
and plate samples each with non-dimensional length L/D = 2.8, 3.4, 4.0 and 4.6 were
studied at ReD = 36,257 and 42,682, and Tu = 2.0% and 7.5%, respectively. They were
placed inside tube bundle in the shape of a hook, which allowed pitching motion, yawing
motion and Z direction translation motion. Using Archard’s semi-empirical wear equation
and available wear coefficients, wear was estimated for tubes made from I600 and I690
material, due to vibration of foreign objects made from S409, S403 and S304 material.
Experimentally recorded three dimensional dynamic response of the foreign objects
showed that these objects are undergoing stationary random vibration. The Z amplitude
response is significantly higher than the response in X and Y direction. For all the foreign
objects with measurable vibration response, the contribution of yaw component to the
overall motion is negligible, meaning that foreign objects are exhibiting planar response.
As a result, the dynamic interaction between foreign object and tube bundle tube surface
will only be of sliding type. Additionally, it was observed that the planar response has
significant contribution from both pitching and Z translation motion component.
Parametric study showed that the geometry of the foreign object affects its RMS am-
plitude, with wire samples having larger RMS amplitude than plate samples. The non-
dimensional length (L/D) affects the response of the foreign object depending on its ge-
ometry. The RMS amplitude of wire samples did not show any significant change with
the change in L/D, whereas only plate samples of L/D = 3.4 and 4.0 showed measurable
vibration response. Moreover, both wire and plate samples are more likely to vibrate in
high Reynolds number flow environment, and the amplitude of vibration decrease with
increase in turbulence intensity for all foreign objects samples studied. Comparing current
results with the results from previous studies showed that even small changes in the foreign
object’s geometry could result in significant variation in RMS amplitude.
Wear analysis showed that both wire and plate samples had a potential to do critical
wear damage (i.e. wear out 40% of tube wall thickness) within four year period as the
flow velocity is increased. Influence of material combination on foreign object related wear
is more significant in low flow velocity environment. Geometry of the foreign object also
affects the critical wear time with wear due to plate samples being more aggressive than
v
wire samples. Additionally, it was shown that foreign objects vibrating in high turbulence
intensity environment had higher critical wear time. Similar to material combination, effect
of geometry and turbulence intensity becomes progressively more significant as the velocity
decreases. Based on the results obtained in this study, during FOSAR activities, priority
should be given to foreign objects found in high flow velocity and low turbulence intensity
environment, since these objects are more likely to vibrate and cause critical wear damage
within four year time period.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nuclear power plants are an important source of energy in many countries around the
globe [3]. Steam generators used in nuclear power plants are one of its key components.
The purpose of the steam generator is to extract thermal energy produced from the fission
reaction, which is then used to run turbines and produce electricity. Additionally, it also
acts to prevent the highly pressurized radioactive coolant on the primary side from leaking
into the environment. Primary side of a steam-generator contains fluid which brings in
the heat produced at the core of a nuclear reactor. This heat is then transferred to the
low pressure fluid present in the secondary side through tube bundle. The three steam
generator designs commonly used in power plants are as follows:(i) the recirculating vertical
U-tube steam generators,(ii) the once through steam generators,(iii) and the horizontal
boiling steam generators [4–6]. The similarity in the above mentioned designs is the use
of tube-bundle to transfer heat from primary side to secondary side fluid. Since steam
generator tubes separate the radioactive and non-radioactive fluids, it is very important to
prevent any tube degradation that can eventually lead to its rupture. The tube degradation
mechanisms are mainly related to corrosion, fatigue, and wear [5–7]. In recent years, the
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use of better corrosion resistant materials has reduced the failure of tubes due to corrosion,
leaving wear-related damages as one of the main source of tube failures [4]. The flow-
induced vibration experienced by the steam generator tubes cause the tubes to slide against
the anti-vibration bars or against each other resulting in tube wear. Another important
source of wear caused on the tubes surface is the foreign objects(or loose parts).
During steam generator’s regular operation, foreign objects often get logged inside the
tube-bundles, which often results in extensive damage to the tubes [4,6,8]. Realitive motion
between foreign object and tube-bundle tube leads to tube wall thinning and rupture. Past
experiences have shown that foreign-objects-related wear has sometimes resulted in leakage
of highly radioactive fluid, which then got released into the environment through pressure
release valves present in the secondary side of a steam generator [6, 7, 9]. Thereby foreign
objects not only cause a potential risk to environment, but are also costing power plants
hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars for every forced outage [8]. Hence, it is
important to understand three dimensional dynamic response of foreign object inside tube
bundle to better understand foreign-object-related wear damage.
The data collected from previous Foreign Objects Search and Retrieval (FOSAR) ac-
tivities have shown that these objects vary not only in shape, size, and mass, but also have
highly unpredictable configuration inside the tube bundle [8,10]. All these parameters infu-
lence foreign object’s dynamic behaviour inside tube bundle. Moreover, the flow around the
foreign objects logged inside the tube bundle also directly influence the dynamic behaviour
of the foreign object. Complex flow enviroment inside tube bundle result in non-uniform
velocity and turbulence intensity along foreign object’s entire length [11,12]. The flow may
or may not have oscillatory behaviour depending on the geometry of the heat exchangers
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tube arrays, pitch-to-diameter ratio and Reynolds number [13]. In addition, random pres-
sure fluctuations that are always present inside the tube-bundle for all Reynolds number
can also influence the object dynamic response greatly.
The possible flow-induced vibration that the foreign object can undergo when inside
the tube bundle is the vortex-induced vibration, galloping vibration, vibration induced by
oscillating flow and/or turbulence induced random vibration. When exposed to sufficiently
high cross-flow velocity structures shed vortices. These vortices result in a periodic forcing
on the structure surface causing a periodic response. This type of vibration response in
called Vortex-Induced Vibration(VIV) [14]. Similarly, galloping is also a periodic response,
but it is produced due to non-periodic loading on the structure. [14–16]. Finally, the
Vibration-induced by oscillatory flow is another excitation phenomena that could result in
periodic response of the structure as a consequence of fluctuating flow around the structure.
In contrast, random vibration due to turbulence is a non-periodic response. For this type
of vibration a statistical approach is required to analyse the motion [13,14]. Nevertheless,
all of the above-mentioned phenomenons are highly coupled fluid structure interaction
problems.
The dynamic of foreign objects influence the type of surface interaction taking place
between foreign object and tube bundle tubes. As a result, these objects can damage tubes
through sliding, fretting, impact and sliding, or impact and fretting wear, which inflicts
different amount of damage on the tubes [13, 17, 18]. Hence, to properly access foreign
objects related damage, there is a need to identify the type of wear process the tube-
bundle tubes experiences due to foreign objects. The amount of wear experienced is also
dependent on the foreign object material, contact angle, normal force, and the amount of
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time they are in contact with each other [13,19]. Sliding distance, one of the main factors
is also directly influenced by the object’s dynamic response inside the tube-bundle.
Overall, the dynamic response of the foreign objects is complex and not well understood.
Most previous studies focuses on the wear estimates using the response of the tubes, rather
than the response of foreign objects [19–22]. Since majority of objects are found right above
the tube sheet where the tube response is minimum. The amount of wear estimated using
the above analysis cannot fully explain the wear observed during FOSAR activities. To
the best of author’s knowledge, work done by Alquaddoomi and Catton [23] and Bonilla et
al. [1] are the only studies that have looked at the response of the foreign object, focusing
on the effects of upstream velocity and object’s geometry. However, no wear analysis was
done in their work. Hence, there is a need to study the dynamic response of the foreign
objects to enable a better estimation of foreign objects related wear.
This study focuses on characterizing the three dimensional dynamic response of the
foreign objects in a tube bundle. The aim is to identifying the parameters influencing the
response of the object and to estimate the associated wear. The main objectives of this
work are as follows:
1. Studying the effects of length, geometry, upstream velocity, and turbulence intensity
on the three dimensional response of the foreign object.
2. Identifying the type and amount of wear the foreign objects can cause to the tubes
in a common steam-generator design.
Detailed literature review is provided in Chapter 2. The experimental set up is discussed
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in Chapter 3, followed by comprehensive analysis of the results in Chapter 4. Finally, the
concluding remarks and recommendations are presented in Chapter 5 and 6, respectively.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter gives an overview of foreign objects characteristics, excitation mechanisms
and wear types. Details about stream-generator’s design are given in Section 2.1, followed
by discussion on history and characteristics of these objects inside tube bundles in Section
2.2. Section, 2.3 and 2.4, discuss the flow behaviour inside tube bundles and possible foreign
object’s excitation mechanisms, respectively. Finally Section 2.5, highlights possible wear
types the steam generator tubes can experience due to foreign objects, including previous
studies on foreign objects related wear.
2.1 Steam Generator Design
Stream generators are an essential part of a nuclear power plant. A typical plant has two
to six steam generators, with larger plants having as many as twelve [4]. Shell-and-tube is
the commonly used steam generator design in nuclear industry. Three popular shell-and-
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tube stream-generator designs are as follows:(i) the recirculating vertical U-tube steam
generators,(ii) the once through steam generators,(iii) and the horizontal boiling steam
generators [4–6]. These steam generator designs allow heat transfer, without letting the
radioactive and non-radioactive fluid getting mixed.
Most popular among the three is the recirculating U-tube steam generator [4]. The
cross-section of typical recirculating steam generator is shown in Figure 2.1. The fluid
flowing inside the tubes is called primary fluid, while the fluid flowing over the tubes is
called secondary fluid. These recirculating steam generators typically have between 2000
to 15000 tubes, depending on power plant’s capacity. [4, 6]. The primary fluid velocity
ranges within 0.9-2.4 m/s, whereas secondary fluid velocity range is usually within 0.6-1.5
m/s [24]. For this steam generator (Figure 2.1), the primary fluid carrying thermal energy
produced by the fission reaction enters the steam generator through primary inlet. It
passes through the U-tubes before exiting from primary outlet. The secondary fluid enters
the stream generator through feedwater inlet, where it mixes with the fluid draining from
steam separators. This fluid then travels through the downcommer and enters the tube
bundle at about 90o to the tubes. The secondary fluid, as it passes through tube bundle,
absorbs heat and gets converted into steam. This stream exits the generator through steam
outlet. The tubes inside the steam generator are mainly arranged in either in-line, rotated
square, parallel triangle or normal triangle configuration (Figure 2.2). The staggered
layout results in more compact tube arrangement [24]. This provides higher heat transfer
rates and more rigid tube-sheet, but also makes cleaning of the tube sheet area and Foreign
Object Search and Retrieval (FOSAR) activities difficult [24].
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Figure 2.1: Recirculating U-tube steam generator cross section. Adapted from [4]
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The once-through stream generators is the second most popular design in North Amer-
ica, mainly used in Canada’s CANDU and U.S. power plants [25]. This design experience
less intrusion of the tube bundle by the foreign objects, hence, foreign objects are not the
main source of tube damage [4, 6]. Finally, the horizontal boiling steam generators are
used in Russian designed power plants [6]. These stream generators also have lower risk
of foreign objects related tube degradation, instead, corrosion is the main source of tube
damage [6]. Most of previous FOSAR activities data on foreign objects related wear is re-
trieved from the power plants that have recirculating or once through type steam generator
designs [4,9,26,27]. Of particular interest to this study is the area above tube sheet in the
recirculating stream generators, where most foreign objects related damage occurs [4,6–8].
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Figure 2.2: Commonly used array geometries in steam generators. Adapted from [13]
2.2 Foreign Objects
Wear due to foreign objects started emerging as a problem in late 1970s [8]. Between
1978 to 2005, foreign objects have resulted in eight major primary-to-secondary leakage
incidents in U.S. alone [8]. In addition, there were multiple other incidents where for-
eign objects that have resulted in tube damage were detected and removed from the tube
bundle preventing possible tube rupture [4]. These objects were either left behind during
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the maintenance activity or were a part of broken components [26]. Nuclear power plants
have a scheduled refuelling outage period once every four years [28]. The FOSAR activi-
ties and other maintenance related actives are usually scheduled during this period. Any
unscheduled outage results in damages ranging from hundreds of thousands to millions of
dollars [8]. Therefore, every effort is made to remove foreign objects that are detected
during the regular outage. If the removal is not possible, it is important to at least assess
the possible damage that it can cause to steam generator tubes.
One of the early incidents resulting in forced outage due to foreign objects was the
Ginna power plant event in 1982 [4, 6]. In this incident, steam generator’s tubes dam-
aged as a result of foreign objects were plugged without removing the foreign objects,
which eventually lead to multiple tube ruptures. As a consequence, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) recommended visual inspection of the tube sheet area to detect and
remove foreign objects [29]. In addition, Loose Part Monitoring System (LPMS) was also
recommended to be installed in all power plants to detect any foreign objects as soon as
they are introduced into the steam generator. This system is not 100% reliable and the
removal of foreign objects that are detected by the LPMS is not always possible because of
geometric constrains, lack of appropriate tools, etc. Moreover, steam generators with stag-
gered tubes arrangement makes it difficult to retrieve foreign objects during the FOSAR
activities compared to tube bundles with square arrangement [24].
In 1990s, despite the increased awareness due to foreign objects related damage, the
frequency of foreign objects related incidents has not reduce [8]. For this reason, many
steam generator manufactures have proposed foreign objects exclusion systems to trap the
objects before they get logged inside the tube bundle. A review by Electric Power Research
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Institute (EPRI) on accessing the trapping capabilities of these systems [8], have shown
that these systems are capable of trapping most but long slender objects.
Data collected from previous FOSAR activities show that about 90% of these foreign
objects are found within first five rows of the tube bundle [4, 6–8]. Most of these objects
and related tube damage are found near the tube sheet. This is the area where the flow
velocity is maximum, and the first few rows are in cross flow orientation. The foreign
objects vary in shape, size, mass, and material type [9, 26]. Wire and Metal gasket type
objects accounts for more than 50% of the foreign object population recovered during the
FOSAR activities [30]. A Report released by EPRI has mentioned that the majority of
these foreign objects are long and slender [8]. In addition, the report also mentions the
typical length of these objects to be around 0.25 inches. Most of these objects, however
do not result in tube damage. The most damaging objects have a length between two to
three inches [30].
2.3 Flow inside tube-bundle
Foreign objects are logged inside a tube bundle and their vibration response, which cause
tube damage depends on the flow behaviour. Flow around tubes inside an array of tubes
behaves differently from the flow around single cylinder. As discussed in previous section,
tubes inside a steam generator are mainly organised in four different arrangements (Figure
2.2). It is difficult to retrieve foreign objects from a tube bundle with staggered arrangement
when compared to an in-line arrangement [24]. Therefore, objects when stuck inside a tube
bundle with staggered tube arrangement are often left inside until specialized tools are
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developed to retrieve them during future outage period. This study focuses on staggered
tube bundle with normal triangular geometry and the flow behaviour in such arrangement is
discussed here. This section discusses interstitial(i.e. between tubes) flow, and development
of turbulence intensity and vortex shedding inside such geometry.
The geometry of an array plays a significantly role in influencing the flow behaviour
inside tube bundles. Consider Figure 2.2, for an in-line and parallel triangular tube bundle,
the flow form ‘straight’ lanes between adjacent tube columns. In contrast, the normal
triangular and rotated square tube arrangements force the flow to follow ‘a wavy’ path
[11,12]. Zukauskas [11,31] has compared the flow in normal triangle tube bundle to flow in
a channel with alternating contraction and expansion. As the flow moves through normal
triangular tube bundle it experiences variation in velocity and turbulence intensity [11,32].
Zdravkovish [33], conducted pressure measurements around tubes situated in first few rows
of the normal triangular tube bundle, and concluded that the pressure distribution around
the tubes past the third row stays very similar. The variation in pressure distribution
around the tubes seen in the first three rows can be attributed to the difference in the
shape of near wake behind the first rows compared to subsequent rows (Figure 2.3). The
flow moving around a tube in first row experiences higher acceleration between adjacent
tubes in that row, where the gap is minimum (M1 on Figure 2.3). For these tubes, the
separation occurs around 90o mark resulting in wider wake. This wider wake further
restricts the effective flow area (M2 on Figure 2.3) as the flow moves towards the tubes
in second row resulting in an increase in favorable pressure gradient. This followed a
small adverse pressure gradient, before another flow acceleration near the 90o mark (M3 on
Figure 2.3), past which the adverse pressure gradient forces the flow to separate. The wake
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Figure 2.3: Interstitial flow in normal triangular tube bundle. Adapted from [33]
shape stays similar from the second tube onwards, hence, the variation in the effective flow
area around the tubes from third row onwards stays similar resulting in similar pressure
distribution.
Tube-bundles acts as grid and generator turbulence as the flow passes over the tubes.
Previous studies have shown that for staggered array, the turbulence intensity increases
significantly in the first four rows [34,35]. The rate of turbulence generation and dissipation
reaches equilibrium after 4th row. The turbulence intensity in the first few rows of the
tube bundle ranges from 10% to 50%. In addition, the flow experience large turbulence
intensity fluctuations as it moves around every tube [36].
This complex flow environment inside tube bundle leads to confusion about the exis-
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tence of vortex shedding inside the tube bundle in early years [13, 14]. Owen [37] argues
that vortex shedding cannot occur inside tube bundle because of the chaotic nature of the
flow. Later, a flow visualization study done by Abd &Weaver [38] , showed vortex shedding
in rotated square tube bundle. Similar observations are reported in the visualization study
done investigating vortex shedding in normal triangular tube bundle [12,39]. Additionally,
other studies reported the existence of multiple peaks (up to three) in the turbulence spec-
tra recorded inside of the normal triangular tube bundle [39–42]. Polak and Weaver [39],
recorded alternate vortex shedding from the first tube bundle row. Ziada [12], in his ex-
periments recorded alternate vortex shedding from the first row and simultaneous vortex
shedding from the second. Experiential studies leads to the conclusion that the vortex
shedding inside of tube bundle depends on tube bundle geometry, tube location, P/D, and
Reynolds number [40, 43]. This discussion will be focused on the vortex shedding in the
periphery(first four-to-five rows) of the normal triangular tube bundle. The P/D influences
the number of peaks in the turbulence spectra recorded inside tube bundle [39]. Ziada and
Oengoren [42], gives a rough classification of the normal triangular tube bundle into small
(P/D ≤ 1.8), intermediate (1.8 < P/D < 2.7) and large (P/D ≥ 2.7) tube spacing, based
on the number of peaks observed in the turbulence spectra. They recorded upto three
peaks listed in increasing order (f1, f2, f3) in the turbulence spectra inside the first five
rows of the tube bundle. They attributed f3&f2, to the alternate and symmetric vortex
shedding by the tubes in the first and second row of the tube bundle respectively, while
f1 = f3 − f2 is due to non-linear interaction between the other two peaks. Tube bundle
with small ratio has stronger f3 frequency content, intermediate ratio has strong f2&f3
frequency contents and large ratio has stronger f2 frequency content. Tubes bundle inside
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steam generators used in nuclear power plant have P/D ranging from 1.2 to 1.5 [13], hence
the discussion will focus on the vortex shedding in tube bundle with small ratio. Ziada
and Oengoren [42], based on previous studies provided the following empirical equation of
Strouhal number to predict flow periodicity (f3) in normal triangular tube bundle.
Stg =
1
2.4((P/D)− 1)0.41
For the given P/D, the vortices shedding from the first tube rows disperses very rapidly as
it moves towards the second row [44]. Hence, the peak in the turbulence spectra is limited
to the tubes in the first row only. Ender and Moller [31], studied four P/D ratio ranging
from 1.05 to 1.60 and found that behind the second and third row of the tube bundle,
decreasing P/D ratio suppress the peak in the turbulence spectra. In addition, as the P/D
decreases and Reynolds number increases the peak in the turbulence spectra will become
weaker and wider [14, 43].
2.4 Flow-induced vibration
Foreign objects placed in such complex flow environment will experience non-uniform veloc-
ity and turbulence intensity across its entire length. When logged inside the tube bundle,
foreign object’s interaction with the surrounding fluid produce forces on its surface, which
may result in vibration response. Alquaddoomi & Catton [23], studied the dynamic repose
of foreign objects by placing them in front of the first row of tube bundle, perpendicu-
lar to upstream flow and tube axis. They observed random vibration of foreign objects.
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However, no study is yet performed to understand dynamic response of the foreign objects
logged into the tube bundle. This section describes the possible flow induced vibration
mechanisms that foreign objects may experience inside the tube bundle.
2.4.1 Vibration due to Oscillating flow
Objects placed in oscillating flow environment can result in resonant vibration response
leading to system vibrating at its natural frequency [14]. Foreign objects logged in tube-
bundle might experience this type of vibration because of the periodic vortex shedding from
the inlet tubes. Such response occurs when the flow is oscillating at a frequency matching
the natural frequency of the structure and can be suppressed if the external forcing is weak
[14]. The vibration of the rigid or flexible objects due to the periodic vortex shedding from
the upstream cylinder or periodic nature of the ocean waves have been studied extensively,
for example, cantilever beam placed behind bluff body shedding vortices, ship motion due
to ocean waves or petroleum pipe lines responding to sea currents [14, 45, 46]. Periodic
vortex shedding from the inlet tubes does happens in staggered tube bundle. But for tube
bundle with small P/D ratio weak vortex shedding is expected only in the first row of the
tube bundle. Therefore for such cases, the resonant response of the foreign objects because
of the weak periodic vortex shedding from upstream cylinder is unlikely in the current
tube-bundle.
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2.4.2 Vortex-Induced Vibration (VIV)
When a bluff body is subjected to sufficiently high cross flow it shed vortices [13, 14].
Consider a cross section of a bluff body such as a circular cylinder (Figure 2.4). The
adverse pressure gradient faced by the flow as it moves around the cylinder’s widest point,
results in a boundary layer separation forming two separated shear layers. As the flow
velocity increases, these shear layers roll into vortices that shed alternately from each end.
This is a periodic shedding process which is a function of Reynolds number, Red = ρdUoµ ,
where, ρ is density of the fluid, d is the characteristic length of the bluff body, Uo is the
flow velocity and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. It is commonly represented by
the Strouhal number, S = fsd
Uo
where fs is the shedding frequency.
The alternate vortex shedding from the bluff body, results in net fluctuating lift force
on its surface which can lead to Vortex induced vibration response(VIV). Blevins [14],
has provided extensive literature review on this topic. For large VIV to occur, the induced
forces needed to be coherent over the span of the bluff body and have forcing frequency near
the natural frequency of the structure [13,14]. When the shedding frequency is synchronized
with the natural frequency of the structure, a lock-in effect occurs [14]. When this occurs
the shedding frequency looks onto the natural frequency for a range of upstream flow
velocity. During this effect, the object can vibrate with relatively high amplitude. The
VIV is a self limiting vibration phenomenon, i.e. outside this lock-in band of reduced
velocities the system’s vibration response is negligible.
For foreign objects to experience VIV, vortex shedding must occur from the object,
and result in forces with good coherence over its span. Foreign objects are placed in highly
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Figure 2.4: Instantaneous pressure distribution on cylinder shedding vortices in cross flow.
Adapted from [14]
unsteady, three dimensional and turbulent flow environment. In such flow environment,
the vortex shedding will likely be influenced by flow velocity, turbulence intensity, blockage
ratio, yaw angle and interference effects [36]. The velocity and turbulence intensity is non-
uniform throughout the entire length of the foreign object. Under such condition, the
shedding frequency is expected to vary along the span of the foreign object. Griffin [47],
suggested that in non-uniform flow a bluff body shed vortices in multiple cells, characterized
by different shedding frequency. Similarly, varying turbulence intensity across object’s span
will also result in varying shedding frequency [47]. In addition, inside normal triangular
tube bundle the blockage ratio is also changing along the span of the foreign object. Richter
& Naudscher [48], in their experiment on circular cylinder in cross flow have reported
that the shedding frequency increases with the increase in blockage ratio. Therefore, part
of foreign objects placed in high blockage ratio area will likely shed vortices at higher
frequency. Hence, this changing blockage ratio also results in different shedding frequency
across foreign object span. This variation in the shedding frequency due to non uniform
velocity, turbulence intensity and blockage ratio leads to the reduction in the correlation
length of the induced fluctuating force on the foreign object.
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Moreover, inside the tube bundle the angle between flow and foreign object is changing
across the span of the object. For an object placed at an angle to the free stream velocity,
the shedding frequency becomes a cosine function of a yaw angle [49, 50]. Similarly, the
force acting on it will also become a function of this angle, hence reducing the magnitude
of the force [36]. Hence, the changing angle further adds to the reduce correlation length
and magnitude of the induced forces.
The parameters discussed so far either reduces the correlation length and/or the mag-
nitude of the force, but do not completely suppress the vortex formation. Inside normal
triangular tube geometry with small P/D, the tubes in the vicinity of foreign object are
highly likely to interfere in vortex formation process. Jubran et al [51], in their study
concluded that the presence of interfering body in the wake of a bluff body suppress vortex
shedding. For most of its length, foreign object will have tube present near it. Therefore
foreign object’s area in the vicinity of tube bundle tube will not shed vortices because of
the interference effect.
Overall, foreign objects inside normal triangular tube bundle with small P/D will ex-
perience vortex shedding only in the area that is away for the tube. This vortex shedding
will be incoherent and will result in weaker force. Therefore, under such constrains it is
highly unlikely that the foreign object will experience VIV.
2.4.3 Galloping
Galloping is a self-excitation flow induced vibration phenomenon [52]. Unlike VIV, the
forces required for galloping response are the consequence of the motion of the structure
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itself. Galloping results in a large amplitude response, usually occurring at the lowest
natural frequency of the structure. This type of vibration is usually associated with the
structures that have non-circular cross-section [15, 16]. For example, consider the bluff
body presented in Figure 2.5. The flow separate at the sharp edges of the front face, as
a result the two shear layers encloses the whole body behind the front face. The forces
required for galloping response exists primarily on this portion (after separation) of the
structure [15]. Parkinson [15], view this in terms of "inner circulation flow", which for this
example would result in low pressure on bottom surface and high pressure on top. The
downward motion of the structure causes the lower shear layer to move closer and become
more curved, while the top shear layer move away and become less curved. Consequently,
the instantaneous net pressure force (F ) generated on the body, is in the same direction as
the instantaneous velocity of the structure (z˙) resulting, in negative damping. For systems
with negative damping, the energy from the flow is encouraging the motion of the structure.
The amplitude of vibration, continue to grow until the damping become positive again.
In contrast to VIV, galloping is not self-limiting, and the amplitude of vibration increases
with increasing cross-flow velocity.
The galloping response is influenced by the Reynolds number, afterbody shape and
length, aspect ratio, cross-sectional shape, and turbulence intensity. The vibration am-
plitude of galloping structure increases with increase in Reynolds number [14]. Addi-
tionally, structure’s afterbody shape and length also significantly influence the galloping
response [14,15,53]. Objects with no ‘afterbody’ do not gallop [15]. Here, afterbody refers
to the part of bluff object downstream of the separation point, which in case of bluff body
shown in Figure 2.5 is the whole body behind the front face. The afterbody is important
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Figure 2.5: Galloping structure in cross flow. Adapted from [56]
because the forces required for system oscillation exist mainly in this area. Experiment
conduced by Toebes & Eagleson [54] have shown that the structure without afterbody
oscillates with significantly smaller amplitude compared to the structure with afterbody.
Aspect ratio (hb
db
) of the object, determine whether the structure will have soft or hard
galloping response [53]. Soft galloping built up spontaneously from rest where as the
hard galloping requires initial input. Parkinson [55], in his experiments on cylinders with
rectangular cross-section have shown that, objects will have soft galloping response if the
aspect ratio is between 0.75 and 4. As the aspect ratio is decrease to be between 0.375 and
0.75 the object will show hard galloping response [53, 55]. Nakamura and Tomonai [56],
in their experiments, on the rectangular cross-section prisms confirms that critical aspect
ratio for the onset of soft galloping is 0.75.
The foreign objects under consideration have circular (for wire samples) and rectan-
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gular (for plate samples) cross-section. While cylinders with rectangular cross-section can
produce galloping response, cylinder with circular cross-section placed in normal cross-flow
are however immuned to such instability [53]. Nevertheless, circular cylinder placed in
yawed and/or inclined position have been shown to produce galloping response [57]. For
yawed and/or inclined cylinder, the component of velocity along the axis of the cylinder
disrupts the interaction between the two separated shear layers resulting in net force on
object’s afterbody. Matsumoto et al [57], showed that interrupting the velocity component
along the axis of the cylinder prevent galloping response in yawed cylinders.
In addition, Turbulence intensity also have a significant effect on the galloping response
of the objects. Nakamura and Tomonai [56], have shown that the critical hb
db
ratio for
the onset of soft galloping decreases with increase in turbulence intensity. Laneville and
Parkinson [58], showed that increasing turbulence intensity causes the soft galloping to
unstable, and hard galloping to become weaker.
Overall, the aspect ratio of the foreign object with rectangular cross-section used in
this study (hb
db
< 0.375), is below the minimum aspect ratio required for galloping response.
Foreign objects with circular cross-section are placed at a yaw and inclined position to the
flow, but the presence of stem-generator tubes and constant change in the flow angle with
respect to the cylinder axis, is expected to interrupt the axial component of the flow along
its span hence suppressing or minimizing any galloping type response. In addition, for
the part of cylinder, that is away from the tubes, high turbulence intensity would weaker
the net galloping force generated, if they are generated. Therefore, for this study both
rectangular and circular geometry are not expected to gallop, once logged inside of tube
bundle.
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2.4.4 Turbulence-Induced Vibration
The random pressure fluctuations inside the tube bundle can result in the random response
of the structure such as foreign object. This was first reported by Alquaddoomi & Catton
[23], in their experiments on foreign objects made of wire and metal gasket, by placing
them normal to upstream flow and tube axis in front of the first row of tube bundle
tubes. In this orientation, the metal gasket sample did not vibrate, whereas the wire
sample responded in random manner. In turbulent flow environment, the surrounding
fluid imposes random pressure forcing function on the surface of the structure [14]. This
random forcing function results in a random response of the structure that cannot be
expressed in terms of a deterministic mathematical function [59]. Statistical approach is
usually used when dealing with structure vibrating in random manner [13,59]. The random
vibrations are influenced by the forcing function and vibrating structure characteristic.
The turbulent flow results in a random pressure forcing function acting on the foreign
object inside tube bundle. The parameters that influence the random vibration response are
the integral length scale and turbulence intensity [60]. In the periphery of steam generator,
the correlation length is influenced by upstream turbulence integral length scale [61]. If the
force acting on the structure is completely uncorrelated, the structure will not vibrate [13].
Savkar et al [62] studied the correlation length effects on the forces of the cylinder by
varying the upstream turbulence length scale using grids of different sizes while keeping
turbulence intensity constant. They found that the net unsteady forces on the cylinder
increase with increasing integral length scale of the upstream turbulence. Gorman [63]
studied the effects of upstream turbulence on the vibration response of the peripheral
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tubes in tube bundle. He attributed the reduction in the tube vibration to the break down
of the correlation length by the upstream grid. For tubes away from periphery, Owen [37]
argued that the effect of upstream turbulence is negligible. For such tubes, the random
vibrations are largely influenced by the turbulence generated inside the bundle, but the
integral length scale would be relatively small deep inside the tube bundle [61].
In addition, to the large correlation length, the energy of the excitation forces need to be
large enough to cause large random response [60]. Bruun & Davies [64] studied the influence
of upstream turbulence intensity on the unsteady forces acting on a cylinder placed in
cross-flow. They showed that, increasing the turbulence intensity by just increasing the
Reynolds number results in the reduction in spanwise correlation and net random forces
acting on the cylinder. The random forcing function acting on a vibrating system is
typically characterized by the PSD function which can be wide or narrow and probability
density function(PDF) which can be Gaussian or non-Gaussian [14].
For linear random vibration analyse, the forcing function is assumed to be stationary
and ergodic [13,65]. By doing so, all the statistical quantities, such as mean, mean square,
variance and standard deviation can assumed to be independent of time and space. Ac-
cording to random vibration theory, for a given system characteristics and power spectral
density (PSD) of the forcing function, the mean square response of the system can be given
as [13],
〈z2〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
Sz(ω)dω =
∫ ∞
−∞
|H(ω)|2Sf (ω)
where Sz(ω) is the system response PSD, Sf (ω) is the forcing function PSD, and H(ω)
is the frequency response function. The random vibrating system is characterised by the
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root mean square and power spectral density of the response function [14]. This PSD
of the responce can be narrow or wide band process depending on the structure under
consideration. Elastic structures such as tubes in tube bundle tends to vibrate at its
natural frequency. When wide band random forcing function acts on it, the response will
be dominated by narrow band of frequencies centred around the natural frequency of the
structure [14], resulting in narrow band response. For weekly resonant or non-resonant
response, the wide band forcing function spectra results in wide band response spectra.
In conclusion, the geometry of the tube-bundle and/or foreign objects under study will
likely not permit vibration due to oscillating flow, VIV and/or galloping response of foreign
objects. The highly turbulent flow environment inside of the tube bundle, however would
produce random forces on the object’s surface. Whether or not these foreign objects would
vibrate because of these random forcing function would highly depend on correlation length
and turbulence energy in the flow. The correlation length tends to be large in the periphery
of the tube bundle and decreases in the inner regions. Therefore, it is highly likely that
the excitation forces are well correlated with high energy atleast in the peripheral region
of the tube bundle, resulting in foreign objects possibly respond in random manner.
2.5 Tube Wear
Studying vibration response of foreign objects is important, as such response may result
in wear related tube damage. Wear refers to the removal of material due to mechanical
causes i.e., relative motion between two surfaces in contact [17, 18]. Wear process which
is defined by the characteristics of relative motion and geometry of the two surfaces in
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contact leads to different amount of wear. Most common wear processes inside the steam
generator are fretting wear, impact wear and impact fretting wear [13, 66]. In addition,
sliding and impact sliding have also been observed in some parts of steam generator [67].
Sliding wear occurs due to sliding type contact, mainly for sliding distance larger than 300
µm occuring between the two surfaces in contact [17,18,67–69]. Fretting on the other hand
occurs due to very small amplitude (between 20-300 µm) reciprocating motion between two
surfaces in contact [17, 68, 69]. Impact wear is beacuse of repeated hammering or impact,
resulting in wastage of material [70]. Whereas, impact fretting and impact sliding are the
combination of impact and fretting or impact and sliding wear processes, respectively.
As the two surfaces interact with each other, depending on the wear process they ex-
perience different wear mechanisms which are usually one or more of the following four:
adhesive wear, tribo-oxidative wear, abrasive wear and contact fatigue wear [17,18]. Adhe-
sive wear occurs due to the atomic bonds formed between the contacting asperities, if the
strength of adhesive force is large enough it could result in material removal during relative
motion. Tribo-oxidative wear occurs due to interaction of the surface with environment
containing oxygen, producing brittle oxide layer which is chipped away during relative mo-
tion. Abrasive wear is due to hard particles on base or counter body ploughing through or
plastically removing the weak surface during its movement [17]. Finally, contact fatigue is
due to reciprocating loading on the contacting surfaces, results in surface crack, a growth of
crack and removal of material. Wear mechanisms during sliding wear process are adhesive
and/or tribo-oxidative, which determines the amount of material removed [17]. Fretting
has contact fatigue or tribo-oxidative type wear mechanisms, each occurring depending
on the amount of peak-to-peak displacement during reciprocating motion between contact
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surfaces. Finally, fatigue wear mechanism results in material removal during impact wear
process.
For tubes inside tube bundle, the removal of 40% of the wall thickens is considered as
critical wear [10, 22]. Depending on the dynamic response of foreign objects inside tube
bundle, the tubes may experience sliding wear, fretting wear or impact fretting/sliding
type wear process. Wear due to pure sliding should be greater than pure fretting wear [71].
Archard & Hirst [72] proposed an empirical relation for wear due to sliding motion between
two components. According to their analysis, the volume removed can be calculated as:
Q = KFnSd (2.1)
where Q is the wear volume, K is the wear coefficient, Fn is the normal contact force and
Sd is the total sliding distance. Equation 2.1, is also used to express volume removed due
to fretting wear [73]. Stowers & Rabinowicz [73] and Connor [74] have used this equation
2.1 to calculate fretting wear on tube bundle tubes inside steam generator. While, Hong
et al. [66] and Kwon et al. [75], have used modified form of equation 2.1 to analyze impact-
fretting type wear. However, Equation 2.1 relies on experimental data to determine the
term on right hand side.
The critical wear volume depends highly on the geometry of the contacting surfaces [13].
Jo et al [22], in their analysis used a simplified expression to calculate critical wear volume
based on the geometric relation between the wear volume and critical wear depth. This
expression is for flat foreign objects in contact with the steam generator tube (Figure 2.6).
The critical wear volume can be related to tube diameter(D) by the following expression
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[22], Q = D
2Ls[2α−sin(2α)]
8
, where, Ls is the length of wear volume, α is a contact angle, and
it related to critical depth and the wear scar width (m) as, α = cos−1(1− 2H
D
).
For this study, emperically obtained wear coefficients by previous researchers are used
to estimate foreign object related wear. The wear coefficient (K) depends on the type of
materials in contact and the ambient conditions [13]. For example, stainless steal Alloy
301 when sliding against tubes made from Alloy I600 would wear the tube twice as fast
compared to Alloy 409 sliding against Alloy I600 [26]. Similarly, ambient flow conditions
such as temperature have significant effect on the wear rate. Fisher & Guerout [76],
studied the effects of temperature, water chemistry and tube material on the fretting
wear. They have shown that temperature and tube material have significant effect on the
wear coefficient, where as the water chemistry has a negligible affect. Steam generator
tubes are commonly made from stainless steal Allow I800, I600 or I690 [4, 26]. Multiple
studies have calculated fretting wear coefficient (K) for various materials commonly used
in nuclear industry and found that the coefficient lies between 1.4E-15 to 104.4E-15 Pa−1
[26, 68, 71, 74, 76–83]. However, fewer studies have focused on determining sliding wear
coefficients for materials used in nuclear industry [67,80,84,85].
Previous studies have assumed fretting wear process when analysing the wear of the
steam generator tubes as a result of foreign objects using Equation 2.1 [19–22, 26]. Jo et
al [22] studied the wear damage due to foreign objects rubbing against the vibrating tube.
They found the flow velocity, which governs the normal force between two surfaces, to be a
major factor in determining the remaining life of the tube, and increasing it could reduce
tube bundle tubes to its critical depth within a year. In a similar experiment, Kim et
al [20], proposed a simplified vibration model for the steam generator tubes to calculate
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Figure 2.6: Critical wear on tube bundle tube due to foreign object. Adapted from [22]
sliding distance.
Overall, foreign object’s physical characteristics and location inside steam generator are
obtained from previous studies(Section 2.1 and 2.2). In this location, the flow field is highly
complex(Section 2.3), and the interaction of foreign objects with such flow environment
might result in flow induced vibration(Section 2.4). This vibration response in conjunction
with empirically derived wear coefficients discussed in this section will be used to estimate
the amount of time required for foreign objects to wear out steam generator tubes to its
critical depth.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methodology
3.1 Experimental Facility
All experiments were performed at University of Waterloo’s water flume facility (Figure
3.1). The flume is supplied through an elevated constant head tank, with the flow rate
controlled using a gate valve located in the settling chamber. Inside the flume, the water
passes through the settling chamber and flow conditioners before reaching the test section.
The flow conditioning elements consists of a combination of honeycombs and screens to
reduce the turbulence intensity below 3% and a flow uniformity within 1%. The test section
is 2.4 m long and has a normal cross-section area of 1.2 by 1.2 m. The flume walls in the
test section are made from 19 mm thick glass to allow optical access.
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Figure 3.1: University of Waterloo’s water flume facility.
3.2 Experimental Set-up
The test set-up consists of converging-diverging channel, turbulence generating grid, tube
bundle and foreign objects. The isometric view of the overall setup is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Without the converging diverging channel, the maximum flow velocity inside the test
section was 0.08 m/s. For the present experiment, the test section of the flume was modified
to facilitate higher flow rates. In particular, the channel with aspect ratio of 6:1 was
installed to increase the flow velocity upstream of the tube bundle. Figure 3.3, shows
the top view of the channel installed in water flume’s test section. Its throat had a cross-
sectional area of 0.63 by 0.20 m and length of 1.2 m. Its walls were made from 12.7 mm
thick acrylic glass for optical access. The maximum flow velocity upstream of the tube-
bundle after installing the channel was 0.54 m/s (ReD,Uo = 9, 478) without upstream grid
and 0.64 m/s (ReD,Uo = 11, 126) with upstream grid installed.
Experiments at higher turbulence intensity were conducted by installing square mesh
grid with mesh size of 43.5 mm (2.5D) and thickness of 8 mm (0.46D) upstream of the
tube bundle. The grid was installed at the inlet of the throat section and the distance
between the grid and tube bundle was 342 mm (19.6D). The mesh was created based on
the recommendation of Roach [86], to create homogeneous, isotropic turbulence upstream
of the tube bundle. Stream wise turbulence intensity decays downstream of the square
mesh grid. This decay was measured by measuring the turbulence intensity at multiple
stream wise locations downstream of the grid. The turbulence intensity in the throat
upstream of tube bundle was below 2% and flow uniformity within 4% without the grid
present. However, with the grid installed, the turbulence intensity increases to 7.5% with
flow uniformity below 15%.
The tube bundle’s design was based on B&W’s steam generator model installed in
Braidwood Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1. Tubes with outer diameter (D) of 17.46 mm were
used to build this bundle. They were arranged in normal triangular arrangement with P/D
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Figure 3.3: Top view of the converging-diverging channel install in water flume’s test
section.
ratio of 1.35. Figure 3.4, shows the side view of the tube bundle placed 20.4D downstream
of the throat’s inlet. It consisted of 5 rows and 16 columns.
For this study, it is important to recreate the flow conditions that exists in the periphery
area of the industrial heat exchanger right above the tube sheet, since majority of foreign
obejcts are found in this region. Similar flow conditions helps in simulating the dynamic
forces these foreign objects experience inside tube bundle and study the resulting vibration
response. The interstitial flow inside tube bundle changes upto third row of the tube bundle
and remain unchanged afterwords [33]. Previous studies have shown that tube bundle with
5 to 6 rows are enough to simulate a tube-bank [34, 87]. In addition, 16 columns are used
to minimize the wall effects on the flow behaviour in the central columns (consists of I690
tubes as shown in Figure 3.4b) of the tube bundle where foreign objects were placed [23,88].
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The total length of the tubes inside the tube bundle was (33.5D) as shown in Figure
3.4a. A plate was installed 25D from the base of the tube-bundle with the thickness of
1.5D to minimize tube vibration. All core tubes (Figure 3.4b) were made from steal alloy
I690 (with thickness (h) of 1 mm), a commonly used material to build steam generator
tubes. This material was used to match foreign objects boundary conditions, while the
remaining tubes were made from Teflon for economic purposes.
(a) Side View (b) Top View
Figure 3.4: Schematic of tube bundle.
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3.2.1 Foreign Objects
Foreign Object Search And Retrieval (FOSAR) activities performed during power plant’s
outage period provide information about the physical characteristics of the foreign objects.
Two common reported object geometries during FOSAR activities are considered: (i) a
wire with diameter (dw = 1.2mm) and (ii) a plate with width (dp = 4.5mm) and thickness
(hp = 0.5mm) [5, 26, 30]. These objects were shaped into a hook as shown in (Figure
3.5c), characterized by diameter (Dh) and length (L). The hook shaped geometry allows
foreign objects to yaw results in a change in (φ), pitch results in a change in (θ) and/or pure
translation results in a change in (Z) freely inside the tube bundle with minimum constrains.
All tested samples had a constant diameter (Dh) of 17.5 mm and a non-dimensional length
(L/D) as shown in Table 3.1 based on previous FOSAR activities findings [30].
These test subjects were placed by hand inside the core tubes (made with alloy I690)
of the tube bundle while the flume was running, as can be seen in Figure 3.5b. Foreign
object’s vertical position (Z/D) above the tube sheet, inside the tube bundle is determined
based on the flow uniformity upstream of the bundle. The flow uniformity changes after
installing the grid at throat section’s inlet. In order to minimize the effect of flow non-
uniformity on foreign object’s response the velocity profiles upstream of the tube bundle
were recorded with and without the gird. Based on these results, foreign objects were
Table 3.1: Parameters studied
Fluid Parameters Geometric Parameters
(ReD) (Tu%) (L/D) Shape
36,257 2,7.5 2.8, 3.4, 4.0, 4.6 Wire, Plate
42,682 7.5 2.8, 3.4, 4.0, 4.6 Wire, Plate
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placed within Z = 216 mm (12.4D) and Z = 256 mm (14.6D) from the ground. The flow
uniformity in this area was less than 7% for all experimental runs. These objects were
placed at a yaw angle of φ = 120o and a pitch angle of θ = 90o as shown in Figure 3.5a.
Once left inside the bundle, these objects reorient themselves (i.e. change angles (φ & θ))
until the object start vibrating about its mean position. The displacement time realization
was recorded after leaving the object for two minutes inside tube bundle to reach its mean
vibrating position.
(a) Isometric View (b) Top View
(c) Dimensions
Figure 3.5: Foreign Object’s dimensions and orientation inside tube bundle.
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3.3 Measurement Techniques
3.3.1 Flow Characterization
Measurement Science Equipments minLDV system (a dual beam configuration) was used
to characterize the flow upstream and inside the tube bundle. The system consists of 140
mW Argon laser, Bragg Cells and detection system. Its dual beam laser creates probe
volume with the dimensions of 0.15 x 0.15 x 1.24 mm3 in X, Y and Z direction, focused
at a fixed distance of 400 mm (22.9D) from the sensor in air ( ≈530mm (30.3D) in water
). The system was mounted on a three dimensional traverse located on top of the flume’s
test section. The traverse system Z-direction was calibrated to account for the change in
the focal distance as the laser travel distance in air and water changes. The system gives
an accuracy in positioning the probe within ±1mm (±0.06D). The flow was seeded with
the neutrally buoyant glass spheres with mean diameter 10 µm.
The miniLDV was used to characterize the incoming flow and collect the data for spec-
tral analysis inside the tube bundle (Appendix A). The measurement upstream of the
bundle, discussed in Appendix A, showed that the flow uniformity in the region of interest
was within 7% for all experimental runs and turbulence intensity within 7.5%. The Reyn-
odls number and turbulence intensity under which the experiments were performed are
tabulated in Table 3.1. The error (calculated in Appendix B) in LDV velocity measure-
ments is estimated to be between 0-3% of the free stream velocity. The error in frequency
determination are set by the resolution of the spectra, which is ±0.0001fD/Uo.
For the velocity spectra, the data was collected at the average acquisition rate of 100
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Hz for 45 minutes. The data obtained was re-sampled at 50 Hz using a sample-and-hold
technique proposed by Adrian & Yao [89]. The re-sampled data was partitioned into 16
segments, each consisting of 8192 data points at 0% overlap. The Fast-Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm was applied to compute resulting spectra for each individual segment and
then averaged. This yields the velocity spectra resolution of 0.0002fD/Uo.
3.3.2 Stereo Vision
Two high speed 1024 by 1024 pixels Photron SA4 cameras, equipped with 105mm fixed
focal length Nikon lenses were used to extract the instantaneous position of foreign ob-
jects, allowing time-resolved characterization of three-dimensional response. Figure 3.6,
shows the position of two cameras with respect to the tube bundle. The side camera was
positioned outside the flume with its optical axis perpendicular to ZX plane. The top
camera was positioned upstream, looking into the tube bundle gap where foreign objects
were placed.
Top camera was calibrated using custom made target (dotted array) imaged at different
distances from the camera, while the side camera was calibrated using the target placed
inside the tube bundle gap. The depth of field for both cameras was 50 mm. Together the
cameras were able to resolve the position of the foreign object within 6 cm3 volume ( Mea-
surement volume shown in Figure 3.6 ) with the resolution of 0.1mm/pixel. Analysis of the
images, discussed in Appendix C, allowed unique determination of the three-dimensional
position of any point on an imaged object placed within the measurement volume. This
method results in determining the X,Y position with the accuracy of ±0.07mm and Z
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position with the accuracy of ±0.05mm.
Each foreign object was painted black, and 1 mm wide white markers were drawn on
it 1 mm apart. These objects were illuminated using an Nd:YLF laser synchronized with
high-speed cameras. For each run a set of 7127 images were recorded at 150 Hz from each
camera. The resultant frequency resolution of the displacement spectra is 0.002fD/UP .
Detailed discussion on the measurement uncertainty is provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.6: Two Camera Setup.
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3.4 Wear Analysis
Foreign object vibration inside steam generator’s tube bundle is expected to result in wear
related tube damage. For steam generator’s tubes, the removal of 40% of wall thickness
is considered as critical wear [4, 22, 90]. Wear analysis is performed to determine the time
required for wear scar to reach critical depth (H = 0.40h).
The commonly used wear model that estimates the volume removed (Q) due to sliding
contact uses Archard’s wear equation [13,22,91]:
Q = KFnSd (3.1)
This semi-empirical equation requires wear coefficient (K), normal force (Fn) and sliding
distance (Sd) as an input parameters. Since the critical depth(H = 0.4h) and the critical
volume (Q = qc) are known values, the equation (3.1) is modified to determine time (T )
required to reach this volume [13,22,76]:
T =
qc
KFnSv
(3.2)
where, Sv is the sliding velocity. For this analysis, parameter qc is derived from the geometry
of the wear scar, K is obtained from previous empirical studies, Fn is estimated from the
experiments and Sv is either directly obtained from the experiments or extrapolated for
higher Reynolds number dynamic environment. The methodology used in this section is
summarized in Figure 3.7.
Inside steam-generator foreign objects are vibrating randomly against tube bundle’s
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tube surface. This type of dynamic response is expected to produce a wear scar as can be
seen in Figure 3.8. The depth of the wear scar is a function of position Z and time [91].
The section view AA in this figure shows the segment area (shaded region) of the wear
scar that has reached critical depth (H). For this study, as shown in Figure 3.9, the total
volume removed (QT ) is divided into smaller segments of volume qi:
QT =
n∑
i=1
qi (3.3)
Figure 3.7: Procedure for estimating wear time due to foreign objects related tube wear
damage.
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where qi is the volume of the ith segment and n is the total number of segments. Each of
these smaller segments experience different sliding velocity due to the random motion of
foreign object, as a result, each segment achieve different wear depth for a given amount of
wear time. Archard’s equation 3.1 can be applied to each of these segments to obtain wear
depth for a given amount of wear time. This study is interested in a segment (Marked with
red in figure 3.9) that experiences maximum sliding velocity resulting in reaching a critical
wear depth (H) in a shortest amount of time (T ). Since the wear scar depth associated
with this segment is known, the associated volume (qc) is calculated as follows:
qc =
D2[2α− sin(2α)]
8
M (3.4)
where M is the width of the segment, D is tube outer diameter and α is a contact angle,
obtained as follows:
α = cos−1(1− 2H
D
) (3.5)
As discussed in chapter 2, wear coefficient (K) depends on material pairs in contact,
the ambient conditions (temperature and water chemistry) and the wear mode (impact,
fretting or sliding) [13, 76, 92]. Previous studies have provided the wear coefficient for
sliding type wear mode under various ambient conditions for different material pairs as
summarized in Table 3.2. These material pairs selected for current analysis have been used
in previous studies to calculate foreign objects related fretting wear [22,26]. Wear coefficient
for material pair of I600/304SS and I690/304SS are obtained from Lim et al [80] study
since they have obtained this coefficient in water environment, unlike Kim & Lee [85] who
obtained wear coefficients for these pair in air environment. For I600/409SS, I600/403SS,
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Figure 3.8: Front view of the wear scar.
Table 3.2: Wear coefficients from various studies
Material Wear Coefficient (10−15pa−1)
Tube Object Park et al [84] Kim & Kim [67] Kim & Lee [85] Lim et al [80]
I600
409SS 5.84 57.1 - -
403SS - 72.8 - -
304SS - - 443.7 98.1
I690 409SS 5.23 - - -
304SS - - 366.8 142.7
I600/304SS and I690/409SS material pairs wear coefficients are obtained from Park et
al [84], Kim & Kim [67] and Lim et al [80], respectively.
Foreign objects inside the tube bundle experience force perpendicular to its length (L)
as shown in Figure 3.10. The normal force (FN) is calculated as follows:
FN =
1
2
CnArρUp
2 (3.6)
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Figure 3.9: Side view of the wear scar.
where Cn is the normal force coefficient, ρ is the density of the water, Ar is the reference
area and Up is the pitch velocity. The pitch velocity is related to the upstream velocity
through geometry by the equation [13]:
Up =
(P/D)
(P/D)− 1Uo (3.7)
The fluid density is assumed to be approximately constant over the length of the foreign
object typically confined to the first few rows, with significant heat transfer effects in
the bulk of the fluid expected primarily in the inner rows. Furthermore, for the vibration
amplitude much smaller than the length of foreign objects, which is the case in the previous
study, the angle between Up and foreign object does not vary appreciably along the length
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Figure 3.10: Yawed foreign object inside tube bundle.
of the object. Thus, for the foreign object geometries considered here, the foreign object is
yawed bluff body in cross flow of velocity Up. From previous empirical studies, the normal
force coefficient of 0.3 for yawed cylinder and 0.8 for yawed flat plate is obtained [14,93–97].
The normal force (Fn) acting on volume qc is obtained as follows:
Fn =
FN
e
(3.8)
where, e is the number of tubes in contact with the foreign object.
The sliding distance experienced by tube surface point of the ith segment experiencing
critical wear can be expressed as follows:
Sd = Sv ∗ t (3.9)
where Sv is sliding velocity and t represents wear time. The sliding velocity is estimated
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directly from the displacement time realization recorded during the experiments, conducted
at pitch velocity of 2 m/s and 2.5 m/s (see Appendix D) [91, 98]. Sliding velocity for
higher pitch velocities is estimated by extrapolation the foreign object response, as shown
in Appendix E.
Overall, the critical volume removed obtained from equation 3.4 with its respective
normal force and sliding distance obtained from equation 3.8 and 3.9 are plugged into
equation 3.1 to obtained modified Archard’s equation 3.2. By using empirically obtained
wear coefficient from previous studies, this modified Archard’s equation provides the wear
time (T ) needed to reach known wear depth H shown in Figure 3.7.
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Chapter 4
Results
This chapter presents the results of foreign object’s flow induced vibration experiments and
corresponding wear analysis. First, the type of vibration and characteristics of vibration
respone recorded experimently are presented in Section 4.1.1. Section 4.1.2, provides insight
into three dimensional kinematics of foreign object inside tube bundle. Results highlighting
the effects of non-dimensional length (L/D), Reynolds number (ReD), turbulence intensity
(Tu) and geometry on the dynamic response are illustrated in Section 4.1.3. Finally, Section
4.2 presents the wear of steam generator tubes caused by the vibration of foreign objects
inside tube bundle.
4.1 Foreign Object Dynamics
Figure 4.1 shows the three dimensional configuration of a hook-shaped foreign object placed
inside tube bundle. These objects have two axis of rotation inside a tube bundle, i.e. axis
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Bc and axis Bo shown in Figure 4.1b. Here, axis Bc is the central axis of the tube around
which the hook of foreign object is placed and axis Bo is defined as an axis which is
tangent to the hook and perpendicular to axis Br (where, Br is central axis of the longer
leg of foreign object). As discussed in Appendix F, these foreign objects undergo rigid
body dynamic; therefore, the overall motion can be obtained from measuring the three
dimensional motion of any two points on foreign object. The quantitative analysis of the
X, Y and Z displacement time realizations of a reference point p on foreign object is
done to characterize the vibration response. The reference point p is located at shortest
distance(PD) away from axis Bo (Figure 4.1b) for all the objects. The statistical tools
employed for the analysis of vibration response are discussed in Appendix G.
Hooked shape geometry of foreign object in conjunction with its configuration inside
tube bundle allows translation motion in Z direction, yaw motion about axis Bc, and
pitching motion about axis Bo, while restricting pure linear motion in X and Y direction
and rolling motion (about axis that is parallel to axis Br and passes thorough point po).
Figure 4.2a shows the object undergoing pure translation motion in Z direction. For such
a motion, the whole body of object remains parallel to its original orientation i.e. each
point on foreign object undergoes same amount of displacement in Z direction [99]. For
object undergoing pure yaw motion, the change in angle φ from φ1 to φ2 is experienced by
the object, as shown in Figure 4.2b, resulting in a change in X and Y coordinates of point
p. For pure pivoting motion shown in Figure 4.2c, the foreign object experiences a change
in orientation due to the change in angle θ from θ1 to θ2, resulting in a change in X, Y
and Z coordinates of point p.
The response amplitude in Z direction is a combination of pure translation motion
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(shown in Figure 4.2a) and pitching motion (shown in Figure 4.2c), and can be expressed
as A′Z = RMS(pTranslation+pDcos(θ)). Whereas the response amplitude in X and Y , which
contains the contrition of yaw motion (φ) shown in Figure 4.2b and pitching motion (θ)
shown in Figure 4.2c, can be expressed as A′X = RMS(pDsin(θ)(−cos(φ)) + f(φ)) and A′Y
= RMS(pDsin(θ)sin(φ) + g(φ)), respectively. Here, f(φ) and g(φ) represent the X and Y
coordinates of point pr (Figure 4.1) as a function of yaw angle.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Foreign object inside tube bundle (a) Three dimensional view (b) Schematic
of foreign object.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.2: Foreign object undergoing rigid body motion (a) Pure translation motion (b)
Pure yaw motion and (c) Pure pitching motion.
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4.1.1 Motion Characteristics
From the visual inspection of recorded time realizations (shown in Appendix H), the vibra-
tion of foreign objects appears to be non-periodic. Since the approach to analyse determin-
istic and non-deterministic vibrations is different, it is important to first identify the type
of vibrtaions encountered by the foreign object [100]. As the first step, autocorrelation
and power spectral density of the amplitude response can be considered [100]. Figures 4.3
and 4.4 show the autocorrelation of wire and plate sample responses for length L/D = 4,
Tu = 2% and ReD = 36, 257, and Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682, respectively. For pure
white noise type random signal, the autocorrelation function will look like infinity narrow
impulse function around τ = 0 [101]. A similar type of result is observed in Figure 4.3
and 4.4, featuring a sharp peak at τ = 0 indicative of random vibration response. The
autocorrelation differs from ideal impulse function because of the fact that foreign ob-
jects undergoes frequency limited random vibration, unlike vibration represneted by pure
white noise signal. The rapidly diminishing autocorrelation function indicates wider band
random signal as can be seen in Figure 4.3 and 4.4a, whereas a slowly diminishing au-
tocorrelation function as seen in Figure 4.4b, represents random vibration with narrower
frequency band [59, 101]. In other words, as the frequency band becomes narrower, the
rate at which the signal can change form its current value becomes more limited resulting
is some correlation [101].
The normalized power spectral density (PSD) of wire and plate samples are shown
in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, for Tu = 2% and ReD = 36, 257, and Tu = 7.5% and ReD =
42, 682, respectively. The absence of distinct spectral peaks in the results suggests no strong
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periodic content is present in the response of foreign objects. The spectral results also
confirm uneven distribution of the energy across frequencies, with higher energy content
observed at low frequencies similar to turbulence energy spectra [102]. The results indicate
that samples are vibrating randomly, and statistical tools used to analyze random vibration
will be employed to further characterize foreign object dynamic response inside tube bundle.
Having established the random nature of foreign object displacement response inside
tube bundle, next step is checking for stationarity. This is important because many data
reduction procedures are only applicable to stationary processes [100]. Moreover, assump-
tions about foreign object statistical properties, like mean, rms amplitude, kurtosis, etc.,
being time invariant are only applicable if the response is stationary. A practical test for
stationarity can be performed by plotting the running mean and rms of the amplitude
response [103]. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 shows the running mean and rms of Z displacement
of wire and plate type foreign objects with length L/D = 4.0. Theses plots show the
convergence of the mean and rms value for both wire and plate samples within the length
of the aquired displacement signal. Similar convergence of mean and rms was observed
for all samples that showed measurable response (Appendix I). The absence of any mono-
tonic or fluctuating trends in these graphs indicates the converged mean and rms values
are independent of time, hence indicating the vibration response being weakly stationary.
To further validate this conclusion, a reverse arrangement hypothesis test, described in
Appendix J, was conduced on all the recorded time realizations [100]. The test results
confirmed the random vibration response of foreign objects to be stationary.
Probability Density Function (PDF) of the amplitude response helps draw certain con-
clusions about the physical phenomena, and is of interest for wear analysis by indicating
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where the most significant wear is expected on the tube, expected size of the wear scar,
etc. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the PDF of wire and plate sample amplitude response for
Tu = 2% and ReD = 36, 257, and Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682, respectively. Also,
normal fit to the data are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 with dashed lines for comparision.
Notable deviations are observed between the response PDFs and the normal PDFs. Usu-
ally, the deviation from normality is either related to the non-linearity introduced by the
vibration measuring instruments, non-Gaussian forcing function, and/or non-linearities in-
troduced through the system transfer function [104]. In the present study, the displacement
measurements are performed directly based on the images of the samples obtained with
two cameras, which does not introduce any non-linearity, identifying the forcing function
as the likely source of the observed trend.
Turbulent flow environment which results in random dynamic pressure loading on for-
eign object surface acts as a forcing function. At the lower turbulence intensity, the wire
and plate sample shows near Gaussian distribution as can be seen in Figure 4.9a and
4.10a. In contrast, at the higher turbulence intensity investigated, the non-symmetry in
the amplitude distribution about mean increases (Figure 4.9b and 4.10b). This deviation
from normality with increasing turbulence intensity can be better understood by plotting
Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plots, which for normal distribution should result in a straight
line. Figures 4.11a, 4.11b, and 4.11c show the QQ plots of the wire sample for length L/D
= 4.0, at Tu = 2% and ReD = 36, 257, Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257, and Tu = 7.5% and
ReD = 42, 682, respectively. Figure 4.11a confirms that, at the lower Turbulence intensity
investigated, the deviation from normal distribution is relatively minor. At Tu = 7.5%
and ReD = 36, 257 the QQ plot (Figure 4.11b) becomes more scattered signifying larger
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deviation of vibrating system PDF from normal distribution. While keeping the turbulence
intensity the same at Tu = 7.5%, increasing the Reynolds number produces an amplitude
response which more closely follows the normal distribution (Figure 4.11c). In these QQ
plots, the vibrating system arrangement remains the same in all the test cases considered,
suggesting that the observed variations in amplitude response distributions are attributed
to the changes in forcing functions caused by the changes in flow parameters. Based on
the discussed results, the amplitude response of a foreign object vibrating inside tube bun-
dle can be classified as a stationary, random process which tends to deviates from normal
distribution at higher turbulence intensity and low Reynolds number flow environment.
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Figure 4.3: Autocorrelation of Z displacement time realization from foreign object with
L/D = 4.0 at Tu = 2% and ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.4: Autocorrelation of Z displacement time realization from foreign object with
L/D = 4.0 at Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682.
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Figure 4.5: Displacement power spectral density of foreign object at Tu = 2.0% and
ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.6: Displacement power spectral density of foreign object at Tu = 7.5% and
ReD = 42, 682.
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Figure 4.7: Running Mean and RMS of Z displacement time realization from wire samples
with L/D = 4.0.
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Figure 4.8: Running Mean and RMS of Z displacement time realization from plate samples
with L/D = 4.0.
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Figure 4.9: Probability Density Function of wire sample Z response recorded at (a) Tu =
2.0% and ReD = 36, 257 (b) Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682.
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Figure 4.10: Probability Density Function of plate sample Z response recorded at (a)
Tu = 2.0% and ReD = 36, 257 (b) Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682.
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Figure 4.11: QQ plot of Z response from wire sample with L/D = 4.0 at (a) Tu = 2.0%
and ReD = 36, 257 (b) Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257 (c) Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682.
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4.1.2 Foreign Object Kinematics
All foreign objects are placed inside tube-bundle in a shape of a hook with orientation
shown in Figure 4.1. Since foreign object can undergo translation motion, pitching motion
and yaw motion, this gives the freedom for dynamic interaction between foreign object
and tube bundle tubes to be of pure impact type, pure sliding type, or the combination of
two. The type of dynamic interaction is determined from foreign object kinematics, and
it will help determine the type of wear i.e. impact, sliding, fretting, impact sliding, etc.,
tube bundle tubes will experience.
Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 present the normalized rms amplitude recorded at point
p on a foreign object. The results demonstrates that the response of the foreign object
recorded in Z direction is significantly larger than the response in X and Y. The results
for the wire-type objects in Figures 4.12a, 4.13a, and 4.14a shows that all wire samples
vibrate inside tube bundle at all the investigated fluid parameters. In contrast, as can be
seen in Figures 4.12b, 4.13b, and 4.14b, not all investigated plate samples show measurable
vibration response. Specifically, the plate sample with L/D = 2.8 does not exhibit any
substantial amplitude response. In addition, plate samples with L/D = 4.6 for Tu = 2%
and ReD = 36, 257, Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257, and Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682
and L/D = 4.0 for Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257, do not stay within the measurement
volume and sink to the tube-sheet; therefore, they are omitted from the plots.
As discussed at the introduction of Section 4.1, motion measured in Z direction (A′Z)
is a combination of pure translation and pitching, whereas the motion in X direction
(A′X) and Y direction (A′Y ), is due to pitching and yawing. Out of the three types of
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motions that foreign object undergoes in this study, only the yaw (change in φ) leads to
impact type surface interaction between foreign objects and tube bundle tubes. Large yaw
motion would result in large difference between A′X and A′Y values, since the contribution
of pitching motion (change in θ) is the same to these two components. The results shows no
significant difference between A′X and A′Y which leads to the conclusion that contribution
of yaw components to the overall motion is negligible. This is confirmed in Figures 4.15,
4.16, and 4.17 which present the RMS yaw angle for foreign object at Tu = 2% and
ReD = 36, 257, Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257, and Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682,
respectively. For all the cases examined the rms yaw angle is around 0.15 degrees. Thus, it
can be concluded that the foreign object motion can be approximated as of planar type in
the Z direction along the axis of the tube bundle tubes. Thus, the interaction between the
foreign objects and the tubes is expected to be a sliding type surface interaction. Therefore,
the analysis will henceforth focus on the amplitude response in Z direction.
The general planar response of the foreign object is composed of simultaneous transla-
tion in Z direction and rotation due to pitiching motion about axis Bo (Figure 4.1). For a
rigid object that undergoes rotational motion, all the points on the foreign object except
the points lying on the axis of rotaion should experience displacement due to rotation [99].
For a hooked shape object undergoing pitching motion, due to geometric constrains, only
point po on the foreign object cannot experience displacement due to rotational motion and
can only slide linearly against the tube surface. Hence, point po which only experiencing
pure translation motion is the pivot point, while all other points on the foreign object
experience a combination of pure translation and pitching motion. Figures 4.18, 4.19, and
4.20 presents the planar motion decomposition of point p into its linear and angular com-
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ponents. In these plots, the linear rms amplitude represent the pure translation component
of the overall motion of point p (which is same as overall motion of pivot point po), and the
angular rms amplitude represents the angular contribution to the overall planar motion as
a result of rotation of point p about axis Bo. These figures show that both wire and plate
type foreign objects undergoes a combination of linear and angular motion. Figures 4.18a,
4.19, and 4.20a shows that the rms amplitude of the pivot point po (i.e. linear component
of point p motion) is on the average about 40 to 70 percent of the rms amplitude of point
p. Similar results are observed for plate samples of length L/D = 3.4 and 4.0 as shown in
Figures 4.18b and 4.20b.
Based on the results presented in this section, it can be concluded that all wire samples
vibrate inside tube bundle, whereas only plate samples of length L/D = 3.4 and L/D
= 4.0 show a significant amplitude response. In addition, all foreign objects experience
negligible contribution of yaw component and undergoes pure planar motion. This means
that tube bundle tubes will experience sliding type dynamic interaction due to foreign
object vibration and not pure impact or impact and sliding type interaction. Finally all
vibrating foreign objects undergoes a planar motion with significant contribution from both
pure translation and pitching component.
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Figure 4.12: Normalized RMS amplitude of point p of the foreign objects, at Tu = 2% and
ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.13: Normalized RMS amplitude of point p of the foreign objects, at Tu = 7.5%
and ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.14: Normalized RMS amplitude of point p of the foreign objects, at Tu = 7.5%
and ReD = 42, 682.
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Figure 4.15: RMS of foreign object yaw angle, at Tu = 2% and ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.16: RMS of foreign object yaw angle, at Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.17: RMS of foreign object yaw angle, at Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682.
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Figure 4.18: Normalized linear and angular RMS amplitude of point p of the foreign object,
at Tu = 2% and ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.19: Normalized linear and angular RMS amplitude of point p of the foreign object,
at Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257.
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Figure 4.20: Normalized linear and angular RMS amplitude of point p of the foreign object,
at Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682.
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4.1.3 Parametric study
For Foreign Object Search And Retrieval (FOSAR) activities, it is important to prioritize
the removal of foreign objects associated with highest risk of tube damage. This section
presents the experimental results aimed at identifying the effect of Reynolds number (ReD),
geometry, non-dimensional length (L/D), and turbulence intensity (Tu) on the dynamic
response of foreign objects. This analysis will allow conclusions to be drawn in regards to
steam generator area and foreign object shape associated with the most significant dynamic
response.
Inside steam generator on top of tubesheet, Reynolds number (ReD) is higher in the
periphery of the tube bundle. Different power plants operate their generators at different
Reynolds numbers [24]. As discusses in Chapter 2, foreign object location ranges from tube
periphery to inside tube bundle, therefore they are exposed to different Reynolds number
flows, hence it is important to understand if this affects the foreign object response. Figure
4.21 present the effect of Reynolds number on the amplitude response of point p of the
foreign object, by plotting the amplitude response at Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257, and
Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682. For wire samples (Figure 4.21a) at Tu = 7.5% and ReD
= 36, 257, foreign objects seems to move due to impulse type loading acting on them at
random intervals. Whereas at ReD = 42, 682, random pressure fluctuations larger than
static friction is acting continuously on the system causing the foreign object to vibrate.
For plate type samples shown in Figure 4.21b, no vibration response is recorded at Tu
= 7.5% and ReD = 36, 257. This can be attributed to the fact that in low Re number
flow environment the fluctuating forces generated on foreign object surface are not large
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enough to overcome static friction resulting in no vibration response. Therefore, foreign
objects present in steam generator areas exposed to higher flow velocities are more likely
to vibrate and should be given priority during FOSAR activities.
As discussed in Chapter 2, wire and plate type objects constitute a significant portion
of the foreign object population found inside steam generator tube bundle; therefore, it
is important to understand their dynamic behavior and impact on tube-bundle tubes.
Figures 4.22a and 4.22b show the effect of geometry on foreign object amplitude response
at Tu = 2%, ReD = 36, 257, and Tu = 7.5%, ReD = 42, 682, respectively. For reference,
the ratio of Reynolds numbers based on the characteristic cross-sectional dimension of wire
(Redw) and plate (Redp) are Redw/Redp=0.168. Both graphs shows that the geometry of
the foreign object plays an important role in its dynamic response, with wire type foreign
objects vibrating with larger rms amplitude than plate type. Comparing Figure 4.22a to
4.22b shows that wire sample vibrate with larger amplitude than plate samples of the same
length. This is speculated to be at least partially attributed to higher friction experienced
by plate objects compared to wire type foreign objects, with the former having larger
contact area with the tubes.
Influence of length on the dynamic response of the foreign objects is presented in Figure
4.23. The results indicate that the effect of length on the amplitude response differs for
the two foreign object geometries. The rms amplitude of wire type foreign objects appears
to be essentially independent of non-dimensional length (Figure 4.23a). In contrast, the
dynamic response of plate type foreign object is more susceptible to their length (Figure
4.23b). As discussed earlier, plate samples with L/D = 2.8 and 4.6 do not show any
appreciable response. For L/D = 2.8, the plate sample stays suspended in the tube bundle
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due to mean hydrodynamic load without vibrating; whereas, plate samples with L/D =
4.6 sunk to the bottom of the bundle.
Turbulence intensity inside tube bundle is lower in peripheral tube rows, as such foreign
objects found in tube bundle periphery are exposed to lower turbulence environment when
compared to foreign objects found inside the bundle. Figure 4.24 presents the effect of
turbulence intensity on the dynamic response of the foreign object. For both wire and
plate type objects, their dynamic response decreases with increase in turbulence intensity.
However, the decrease seen for the wire sample is less significant than that observed for the
plate samples, with the latter geometry showing a suppressed amplitude response when the
turbulence intensity increases form 2% to 7.5% (Figure 4.24b). For random forcing due to
turbulent flow, significant response is expected for sufficiently high spacial correlations of
the forcing function along the foreign object length [13]. Thus, the reduction or suppression
of foreign object response with increasing turbulence intensity implies reduction in the
correlation length of the dynamic force acting on foreign object surface. Therefore, foreign
objects exposed to higher turbulence intensities away from tube bundle periphery can be
expected to have smaller response compared to objects located in the first few row.
It is of interest to compare the present results to those of Bonilla et al. [1] conducted in
the same experimental facility. Their experiments were conducted at upstream Tu = 2.0%
and ReD = 33, 775 (approximately matching the parameters studied here). The plate
samples they considered were the same as in the present study, however, wire samples had
a diameter 34% smaller than that used in the present. In addition, unlike straight wire
samples used here, those studied by Bonilla et al. [1] contained minor bends along the length
of the sample, as illustrated in Figure 4.25. Figure 4.26 compares data from the present
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study to that from Bonilla et al. [1]. The response of their wire samples shows notable
variation from the current study, whereas the response of plate sample is more aligned with
the current study. Comparing the results for the wire sample in Figure 4.26a, it can be
seen that significant variations in the response with length of the object are observed in the
data from Bonilla et al. [1]. In contrast, the current data shows invariance to the length for
the wire geometry. The results suggest that even relatively minor deformations of foreign
object geometry (Figure 4.25) can lead to significant changes in the amplitude response.
For the plate sample, the two data sets indicate a substantial increase in response for L/D
around 3.
Based on the results discussed in this section, both wire and plate type foreign objects
are more likely to vibrate under higher dynamic pressure flow environment. The RMS am-
plitude of the foreign object also depends on its geometry, with wire samples vibrating at
larger RMS amplitude when compare to plate samples. Moreover, imperfections in geome-
try of the foreign object can have a substantial effect on the amplitude of vibrations. The
non-dimensional length of foreign object does not play a significant role in the amplitude
response of wire type foreign objects. In contrast, the object length significantly affects the
amplitude of response of plate samples. Finally, the results showed that the rms amplitude
for all foreign objects decreases with the increase in the turbulence intensity (Tu) of the
flow. Overall, the analysis done in this section shows that foreign objects located in the
tube bundle area with relatively low turbulence intensity and high dynamic pressure are
more likely to vibrate at appreciable amplitude and should be prioritize during FOSAR
activities.
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Figure 4.21: Effect of Reynolds number on the dynamic response of foreign objects at
Tu = 7.5% (a) Wire (b) Plate.
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Figure 4.22: Effect of foreign object geometry on its dynamic response at (a) Tu = 2%
and ReD = 36, 257 (b) Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42, 682.
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Figure 4.23: Effect of foreign object length on its dynamic response (a) Wire (b) Plate.
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Figure 4.24: Effect of Turbulence Intensity on the dynamic response of foreign objects at
ReD = 42, 682 (a) Wire (b) Plate.
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(b)
Figure 4.25: Wire type foreign object (a) used in Bonilla et al. [1] (b) used in current study.
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Figure 4.26: Comparing foreign object response of the current study to the previous study
(a) Wire (b) Plate.
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4.2 Wear Analysis
From the analysis of foreign object vibrations in the tube bundle performed in previous
section, it has been determined that most foreign objects attain substantial amplitude
vibrations. In particular, all wire type and most plate type foreign objects investigated
vibrate with large peak to peak amplitude resulting in sliding type wear. In contrast,
some plate type foreign objects are characterized by very small vibration amplitude not
measurable in this study due to the limitations of measuring instruments. For such samples,
fretting type wear is expeted due to tube vibration and has been estimated in previous
studies [19–22,26]. Since most foreign objects are typically discovered close to the bottom
of the tube sheet, where tube vibration amplitudes are rather small. Thus, this section
focuses on the wear due to the vibration of the foreign objects. The wear analysis follows
the methodology discussed in Section 3.4 to compute the time for critical tube wear (i.e.
time to wear out 40% of tube wall thickness due to foreign objects vibration). Influence of
flow velocity, material combination, foreign object geometry and turbulence intensity on
critical wear time is used to identify more damaging foreign objects. Additionally, this will
help determine the areas inside the tube bundle more susceptible to foreign object related
wear damage.
Figure 4.27 illustrates the influence of flow velocity (Up), material combination and
geometry on the amount of time (T) needed by foreign objects to wear out 40% of the tube
wall thickness. The results show that both wire and plate type foreign objects exposed to
sufficiently high flow velocities has a potential to wear tube bundle tube to its critical wall
thickness in less than 4 years. Four years is an important time period since it represents
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the planned forced outage cycle in nuclear power plant [28]. It can be seen in Figure
4.27 that T decreases exponentially with increasing Up. The associated increase in wear
intensity is attributed to an increase in normal force on the foreign object and sliding
distance experience by tube bundle tube.
The material of foreign object and tubes inside tube bundle can vary, therefore it is
important to see the influence of material combination on critical wear time. In Figure 4.27,
typical materials of recovered foreign objects (S304, S409 and S403) and tube materials
(I600 and I690) are considered. The results show that the effect of material combination
becomes progressively more significant as the velocity decreases. For higher flow velocity,
the normal force and sliding distance become dominating factor governing critical wear
time, therefore reducing the influence of material combination at higher speeds. In addition,
wear of I690 tubes is more aggressive when compared to I600 tubes for both wire and plate
samples. This can be attributed to the properties of the material itself (such as hardness)
resulting in higher wear coefficient.
The effect of foreign object geometry on critical wear time for material combination
considered is also illustrated in Figure 4.27. The results indicate that wear due to plate
samples is more aggressive when compared to wire samples. In particular, for I690/S304
material combination, wire samples require flow environment with pitch velocity of 3.4m/s
which is 24% higher than plate samples to reach critical wear time of less than 4 years.
This is mainly attributed to the larger sliding distance and normal force experience by
tube bundle tubes due to plate-type foreign objects. During its motion, due to larger
contact area, the plate samples stays in contact with the same area of tube bundle tube
for much longer period of time compared to wire samples resulting in tube bundle tubes
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experiencing larger sliding distance due to plate samples. In addition, tube bundle tubes
experience larger normal contact force due to plate samples, hence resulting in higher wear.
Similar to the effect of material combination, the effect of foreign object geometry becomes
more evident in low flow velocity environment.
Tube bundle acts as turbulence generator and turbulence intensity experienced by a
foreign object in the inner rows is higher compared to the periphery of the tube bundle
[34, 35] . Figure 4.28 shows the influence of turbulence on the tube wear due to foreign
objects. For both wire and plate samples, turbulence intensity plays an important role in
determining the critical wear time, with faster wear observed at lower Tu levels. This is
attributed to the increase in sliding distance with decreasing Tu level, hence decreasing
wear time for wire and plate samples (Figure 4.28a and 4.28b).
Pitch velocities in tube periphery 2 to 3 inches above tube sheet in industrial stream
generator reaches as high as 8 m/s [30]. Based on the results discussed in this section, it can
be conclude that wire or plate type foreign object can produce critical tube damage in under
four years within a velocity range typical to the operation of industrial steam generator.
The material combination of vibrating objects has a more significant effect on the critical
wear time only at lower flow speeds, with the effect becoming secondary as the flow speed
increases. In addition, wear seen due to plate type foreign object is more aggressive as
compared to wire type foreign objects. Finally, higher turbulence intensity environment
tends to increase critical wear time, meaning the potential to damage the tube bundle
tubes due to foreign objects placed in high turbulence intensity and low dynamic pressure
environment i.e. inside the bundle is low relative when compared to tube periphery.
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Figure 4.27: Critical wear time(T) to wear out 40% of tube wall thickness as a function of
flow velocity due to the vibration of foreign objects at Tu = 2.0% .
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of flow velocity for I690/S304 material combination.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This study experimentally investigated the three dimensional dynamic response of foreign
objects inside peripheral tubes of the normal-triangular tube bundle (with P/D = 1.35),
and semi-empirically estimated the amount of time required to cause critical wear damage
to the tubes. The main objective was to understand the foreign object dynamics, identify
the types of foreign objects and areas inside the tube bundle tube where foreign objects are
most likely to vibrate and cause critical wear damage. The dynamics of foreign object was
studied by experimentally studying the three dimensional response of hooked shape wire
or plate type foreign object with non-dimensional length L/D = 2.8, 3.4, 4.0, 4.6 at ReD
= 36,257 and 42,682, and Tu = 2.0% and 7.0%, respectively. The hooked shape geometry
allowed foreign object to have minimum constrains inside tube bundle, and hence allowed
it to have pitching, yawing and Z direction translation response. This, then permits the
tube bundle tube to experience fretting, pure sliding, impact sliding and impact fretting,
type of wear processes due to foreign objects. The corresponding wear damage to the tube
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bundle tubes was studied by employing Archard’s semi-empirically wear equation. Wear
coefficient for the material pairs of interest were obtained from previous empirical studies,
whereas other parameters such as sliding velocities, wear volume and normal forces were
either estimated through experiments or by extrapolation.
Experimentally recorded dynamic response of all foreign objects showed that these
objects undergo stationary random vibration inside the tube bundle. The foreign object
displacement autocorrelation function resembles the autocorrelation function of white-noise
signal. In addition, the absence of distinct spectral peaks in the displacement power spec-
tral density pointed to foreign objects undergoing wide-band type random vibration re-
sponse. Moreover, the results also showed the amplitude response to be non Gaussian.
Finally, in low turbulence intensity and high Reynolds number flow environment the re-
sponse probability density function (PDF) was closer to the normal PDF, but deviates
largely from normal as the turbulence intensity increases and Reynolds number decreases.
Study of foreign object’s kinematics showed that the Z amplitude response was rela-
tively large when compared to the response recorded in the X and Y direction for both
wire and plate type foreign objects. In addition, for both wire and plate samples the con-
tribution of the yaw component was negligible to the overall motion. This resulted in the
motion of foreign objects to be of planar type, hence restricting the dynamic interaction
between tube bundle tube and foreign object surface to be of pure sliding type. Finally,
the kinematic study also showed the planar response of all the vibrating foreign objects to
have contribution from both pitching and translation component of motion.
The parametric study showed that the geometry of the foreign object influences its dy-
namic response, with wire type foreign object vibrating at larger rms amplitude compared
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to plate type objects. The effect of non-dimensional length (L/D) on the dynamic re-
sponse varies with geometry, with L/D not playing a significant role in amplitude response
of wire type foreign objects. In contrast, it significantly affects the amplitude response
of plate samples, as such only samples with non-dimensional length L/D = 3.4 and 4.0
showed measurable vibration response. Moreover both wire and plate type foreign objects
are more likely to vibrate in high Reynolds number flow environment, and their RMS am-
plitude decreases with the increase in turbulence intensity. Comparing the results from
the current study to those form Bonilla et al. [1], even minor changes in the foreign object
geometry could result in large changes in the foreign object dynamic response. The results
of this investigation showed that inside tube-bundle wire type objects are more likely to
vibrate when compared to plate type objects. In addition, foreign objects are more likely
to vibrate inside tube bundle areas where the turbulence intensity is lower and Reynolds
number is higher, which is the case at the periphery of the tube bundle.
Semi-empirical wear study showed that the time required to do critical wear damage to
the tube bundle tubes decreases with the increase in pitch velocity for both wire and plate
samples. Material combination has a more significant effect on critical wear time (T) only at
lower flow speeds, with the effect becoming secondary as the flow speed increases. Wear due
to plate type foreign geometry is more aggressive when compared to the wire type geometry.
Since all wire type foreign objects exhibit relatively larger peak-to-peak amplitude vibration
response, therefore only sliding type wear is expected, whereas some plates samples that
do not produce measurable response and stay in one place could undergo fretting wear
damage due to the vibrations of the tubes. Additionally, increase in turbulence intensity
of the flow environment results in an increase in the critical wear time. However, similar
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to material combination the influence of foreign object geometry and turbulence intensity
becomes progressively more significant as the velocity decreases. Based on the results from
the current study, it is recommended that during FOSAR activities, priority should be
given to the foreign objects found in high pitch velocity and low turbulence intensity flow
environment i.e. tube periphery when compared to objects found in-bundle, as they are
more likely to vibrate and cause critical wear damage to the tube bundle tubes within four
year time period.
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Chapter 6
Recommendations
Current study has provided useful insight into the foreign object dynamics and their impact
on tube bundle tubes but at the same time has raised some unsolved questions. For the
future investigation on this topic, following recommendations are provided:
1. Investigate the influence of tube bundle parameters such as array geometry, pitch-to-
diameter ratio, etc., on the dynamics of foreign object. In current study, all experi-
ments were performed in a normal triangular tube bundle geometry with P/D = 1.35.
By changing the tube bundle geometry to in-line, rotated square, parallel triangle,
etc., or changing the pitch-to-diameter ratio will change the flow environment (such
as, large P/D tube bundle might produces turbulence of large scale eddied, have dif-
ferent velocity distribution inside tube bundle) hence influencing the dynamic forces
acting on the foreign object. Since tube bundle array parameters differ in differ-
ent nuclear power plants, studying the influence of these parameters will be helpful
during FOSAR activities.
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2. Inside the tube bundle foreign objects are oriented randomly, therefore studying
the influence of foreign object orientation for example placing foreign object at yaw
angle of 180 (i.e. cross flow orientation) etc ., on the dynamic response and tube wear
should be helpful in further understanding foreign object vibration response inside
the tube bundle.
3. Further investigate the influence of turbulence intensity and Reynolds number on
foreign object dynamic response and critical wear time. Current study strictly focused
on dynamic response of tube bundle when upstream turbulence is 2.0% and 7.5%
produced by only one mesh size(whereas inside tube bundle turbulence intensity can
go up to 40%). Changing the mesh size can vary the scale of the eddies produced,
which could influence the dynamic forces and hence foreign object response.
4. Study the dynamic response of foreign object that sinks to the tube sheet. In the
current study, response of some foreign objects was not recorded as they drop out
of the measurement volume to the tube sheet. Many foreign objects in industrial
steam generator are found on the tube sheet hence understanding the response on
tube sheet is also important.
5. Current study used sliding wear coefficients from previous empirical studies, which do
not always match the wear environment inside different steam generators. Therefore,
the sliding wear coefficients needed to be empirically obtained at the temperature
and environment matching the inside of steam generator to provide better estimate
of wear due to sliding wear process.
6. Do fretting wear analysis for objects that do not vibrate and compare them to the
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sliding wear. Some objects did not exhibit larger enough peak-to-peak amplitude
to be recorded by the current measurement system. Such objects can cause fretting
type wear damage, investigating wear due to such objects and comparing them to
the wear experienced due to objects undergoing sliding motion would be helpful in
prioritizing foreign objects during FOSAR activities.
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Appendix A
Free Stream Characteristics
Flow velocity profiles and turbulence intensities upstream of the tube bundle are measured
using Laser Doppler Velociometry system. The velocity profiles at different location are
plotted and suitable area where foreign objects should be placed is determined based on
flow uniformity. Figures A.1a, A.1b, and A.1c shows the velocity profiles recorded at three
transverse (Y ) locations. The abscissa of the graph shows the mean component of velocity
upstream of the tube bundle, whereas ordinate shows the Z position where velocity is
measured. The least change in flow uniformity as Tu% changes, was recorded between 216
mm≤ Z ≤ 256 mm as shown in these figures, and it was 1.8%, 6% and 7% respectively.
Turbulence intensities measured upstream of the tube bundle are shown in Figures
A.2a, A.2b, and A.2c, respectively. Turbulence generated by the gird decays as it moves
downstream from the grid [86]. This decay in the turbulence was measured by measuring
the turbulence intensity at multiple location downstream of the grid. Figure A.3 shows the
turbulence intensity recorded at multiple locations downstream of the grid. The abscissa
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of the graph shows turbulence intensity and ordinate represents distance downstream from
the grid. Using these graphs the turbulence intensity of the flow entering the tube bundle
was calculated to be 7.5%.
PSD of streamwise component of upstream flow velocity shown in Figures A.4a, A.4b
and A.4c, recorded at Tu = 2.0% and ReD = 36,257, Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36,257, and
Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 42,682, respectively, shows absence of any major periodic content.
Similarly, Figures A.5a and A.5b, shows no major periodic content in the PSD of cross-
streamwise(Y) component of the velocity spectra recorded behind row 1 and row 2 of the
tube bundle.
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Figure A.1: Velocity profile upstream of tube bundle measured for at X = -127 mm for (a)
Tu = 2.0% and ReD = 36,257 (b) Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36,257 (c) Tu = 7.5% and ReD
= 42,682.
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Figure A.2: Turbulence intensities upstream of tube bundle measured at X = -127 mm for
(a) ReD = 36,257 (b) ReD = 36,257 (c) ReD = 42,682.
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Figure A.3: Turbulence Intensity downstream of the grid (a) ReD = 36,257 and (b) ReD
= 42,682.
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Figure A.4: PSD upstream of tube bundle for streamwise upstream velocity component at
(a) Tu = 2.0% and ReD = 36,257 (b) Tu = 7.5% and ReD = 36,257 (c) Tu = 7.5% and
ReD = 42,682.
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Figure A.5: PSD inside of tube bundle for cross-streamwise velocity component when
upstream Tu = 2.0% and ReD = 36,257 measured (a) Behind row 1 (b) Behind row 2.
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Appendix B
Experimental uncertainty
B.1 Dual Camera Set-up
The dual camera set-up gives the instantaneous three dimensional positions of the foreign
object, from which the rms amplitude and sliding velocities are calculated. Uncertainty in
estimating the instantaneous position of the foreign object using dual camera set-up is due
to the contribution from multiple sources. In general, major sources of uncertainty are listed
as follows: (i) Uncertainty introduced from approximating the true mapping polynomial
by a two-dimensional third order polynomial (ii) Uncertainty due to the resolution of dual
camera system (iii) Uncertainty introduced due to selecting the mapping polynomial from
polynomial array using side camera, to estimate X and Y position (iv) Uncertainty due to
vertical traverses while calibrating top camera.
Two dimensional third order mapping polynomial is used to map the objects posi-
tion from image coordinates (u, v) to world coordinates (X, Y ). The third order mapping
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polynomial produces negligible errors, for images with less severe distortions [105]. The
uncertanity associated with the mapping polynomial is related to the ability of the polyno-
mial to accurately fit the data, and accuracy in locating centroid of the control points on
the calibration grid [106, 107]. The rms uncertainty (um) associated with the two dimen-
sional mapping polynomial is calculated by measuring the deviation between calculated
and known positions of the control points on the calibration plate. The rms uncertainty
(um) in the mapping function was estimated to be ±0.04mm.
Resolution of the image capturing system is another significant source of uncertainty.
Side camera uses a scaling factor to estimate the Z position of foreign object. The spacial
resolution for the side camera was calculated to be 0.1mm. For the top camera, the
dimensions of calibration grid in world coordinates and number of pixels between the grid
points is used to calculate spacial resolution (uK), which was estimated to be 0.1mm. The
uncertainty in estimating X, Y and Z position due to spacial resolution (uK) is ±0.05mm.
The uncertainty in determining the spacial resolution is due to error introduced during
machining of the calibration plate and error associated with calculating the number of
pixels between the grid points. However, the contribution from these two sources is an
order of magnitude smaller and can be omitted from the current analysis.
Side-camera identify the mapping polynomial from polynomial array obtained during
calibration of top camera, to determine X and Y position of the object. The uncertainty
in choosing the mapping polynomial is limited by the resolution of the side camera in
determining w coordinate of the foreign object centorid, which is ±1pixel. This can results
in an uncertainty (up) of±0.03mm, in estimating the X and Y position of the foreign object.
Finally, the traverse system used to calibrate top camera do add to the measurement
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uncertainty, but it is significantly smaller than the other uncertainty sources discussed in
this section. Hence, its contribution is also omitted from the current analysis.
The uncertainty (uX) and (uY ) in determining the X and Y position of the foreign
object is determined to be ±0.07mm according to Equation B.1
uX = uY = ±
√
(um)2 + (uK)2 + (up)2 (B.1)
Uncertainty in estimating the instantaneous Z position of the foreign object is uZ =
±0.05mm.
B.1.1 Uncertainty in RMS amplitude
The major sources of uncertainty in measuring RMS amplitude are listed as follows: (i)
Uncertainty (uN) in estimating the true RMS amplitude using data with limited sample
size [108] (ii) Repeatability uncertainty uRepeat [109]. The uncertainty in determining RMS
amplitude is calculated as follows [110]:
uδZRMS = ±
√
(uN)2 + (uRepeat)2 = ±
√√√√( ZRMS√
2(N − 1)
)2
+ (uRepeat)2 (B.2)
here, N is the number of samples in the time realization.
B.1.2 Uncertainty in wear time
Critical wear time (T ) is calculated using volume removed (qc), wear coefficient (K), normal
force (Fn) and sliding velocity (Sv). The uncertainty in wear time is calculated as follows
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[111]
uT = ±|T |
√(
uqc
qc
)2
+
(uK
K
)2
+
(
uFn
Fn
)2
+
(
uSv
Sv
)2
(B.3)
here, since qc and Fn are calculated theoretically, therefore the uncertainty is only due
to K and Sv. Uncertainty in K is obtained from previous empirical studies and uncertainty
in sliding velocity is calculated form in this section.
The sliding velocity Sv is calculated using sliding distance Sd during time t and is
calculated as follows:
uSv = ±|Sv|
√(
uSd
Sd
)2
+
(ut
t
)2
(B.4)
here, sliding distance (Sd) is measured experimentally. The major sources of uncertainty
in measuring sliding distance are as follows: (i) uncertainty due to measuring system i.e.
dual camera setup (ii) Repeatability uncertainty.
Uncertainty in calculating displacement in Z direction between two Z positions is esti-
mated using Equation B.5
uδZ = ±
√
(uZ1)
2 + (uZ2)
2 (B.5)
this gives the uncertainty in calculating displacement in Z direction to be uδZ = ±0.07mm.
Similarly, the uncertainty in calculating the displacement in X and Y direction is obtained
as uδX = ±0.10mm and uδY = ±0.10mm.
Total sliding distance in time t is calculated as the sum of multiple small displacements
between discrete points from the time realization, the uncertainty is calculated using Equa-
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tion (B.6) [109].
uδSZ = ±
√
(uδZ1)
2 + (uδZ2)
2 + (uδZ3)
2 + ...(uδZn)
2 (B.6)
An ensemble of four time realizations were recorded for each parameter that was varied
giving the repeatability uncertainty (uRepeat) in measuring sliding distance. Hence, total
uncertainty associated with the sliding distance calculated is due the uncertainty measuring
the sliding distance (uδSZ ) and the uncertainty associated with the repeatability of the
measurement (uRepeat). The uncertainty in displacement is calculated as follows:
uSd = ±
√
(uδSZ )
2 + (uRepeat)2 (B.7)
B.2 Laser Doppler Velocimetry
Multiple sources contributes towards the error associated with Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV), the most significant of which is the velocity bias [112]. For LDV measurements, the
seeding particles crosses the probe volume randomly with different velocities. In a given
time interval, a high velocity partial will crosses the probe volume more often than low
velocity partial, resulting in a velocity bias. This is estimated using the equation proposed
by McLaughlin and Tiedermann [113],
U¯
U¯T
≈ 1 + u¯
2
U¯2
(B.8)
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where U¯ is the mean velocity measured using LDV, U¯T is the true mean velocity and u¯2
is the variance associated with the velocity measured using LDV. Resampling the data at
constant frequency results in reducing this velocity bias [113]. The bias error estimated
after re-sampling the data ranges from 0 - 12 mm/s. The velocity biased error is negligible
at low turbulence intensity, whereas high biased is estimated at higher turbulence intensity.
According to manufacturer’s specifications, the system has a repeatability error of 0.1%
and an accuracy of 0.3%. The uncertanity ut from velocity bias, accuracy and repeatability
is calculated using the root-sum square method [110]
ut = ±
(
n∑
k=1
uk
2
)1/2
(B.9)
where uk is the uncertainty form each source. The maximum error approximated using
equation (B.9) is less then 3.0%.
Additional errors are introduced due to variable particle size, fringe divergence and
mounting the system at an angle. The mean seeding particle size is 10 µm and is expected
to vary from 0 − 20µm. This would result in an slight over prediction of the RMS ve-
locity. In addition, for LDV measurements there is a possibility of error associated due
to fringe divergence [113]. For the dual beam MSE miniLDV system, used in the present
experimental set-up, the optics inside the laser system ensures that the two beams stay
parallel and crosses at the same plane. Hence, the fringes will stay parallel, resulting in
negligible fringe divergence error. In addition, digital level was used to ensure that the
system is mounted within ±0.1o of horizontal. Therefore, uncertainty introduced due to
these sources are assumed to be negligible.
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Appendix C
Dual Camera Measurement System
This section employs a dual camera technique that maps the position of foreign object
from image coordinate system (u,v,w) to world coordinate system (X,Y ,Z), as shown in
Figure C.1. Here, (uo,vo,wo) and (Xo,Yo,Zo) are the coordinates of reference point in image
and world coordinate system. The methodology followed in this section is presented in
Figure C.2. Side camera uses the scaling factor (Sf ) obtained from camera calibration,
to map the w position of the foreign object form image coordinate system to Z position
in the world coordinate system [114]. Top camera after calibration produces an array of
two dimensional third order mapping polynomials used to map any point on uv plane to
XY plane [115–117]. Based on the real time w position obtained from the side camera,
the associated mapping polynomial is selected. The corresponding u and v coordinates
obtained from the top camera image analysis are used as an input into the relevant mapping
polynomial to obtain the respective X and Y coordinates of the foreign object. Details
about calibration, image analysis and mapping for both side and top cameras is discussed
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Figure C.1: Mapping from image coordinate system to world coordinate system.
in detail in this section.
Side camera as discussed in chapter 3 is placed outside the flume, with its optical
axis perpendicular to the XZ plane. Side camera is calibrated using the calibration plate
inserted into the tube bundle while the flume is running as seen in Figure C.3a. The
calibration plate is viewed by the side camera through the gaps of width 3 mm. The view
of calibration plate as seen through these gaps by the side camera is shown in Figure C.3b.
This calibration plate consists of laminated graph paper with 5 mm grids attached to 2
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Figure C.2: Flow chart.
mm thick steel plate. Scaling factor (Sf ) with units mm/pixel was obtained as follows:
Sf =
Z1 − Zo
w1 − wo (C.1)
where, Z1 and Zo are the Z positions of the points on the calibration grid, while w1 and
wo are the corresponding w positions of the the same points in image coordinates.
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(a) (b)
Figure C.3: Side camera calibration (a) Top view Schematic (b) Calibration plate in gap
g1.
Foreign object is marked with white markers as shown in Figure C.4a. The motion
of the foreign object is tracked by tracking the movement of these markers on the object.
The view of these marker on the foreign object as seen from the side camera is shown in
Figure C.4c. Each time realization of foreign object inside tube bundle contains a set of
7127 images obtained at 150 Hz. Each image obtained from the side camera shows marker
M1 and M2 on the foreign object visible through the tube bundle gaps as shown in Figure
C.4c. The image coordinate w associated with the marker is obtained by calculating the
centroid of these markers during image analysis [115]. The centroid wi associated with the
marker obtained from the ith image is used in the following equation to obtained the Z
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position:
Zi = Sf (wi − wo) + Zo (C.2)
Top camera is calibrated using calibration plate with doted gird consisting of dots
with 2.00 mm diameter shown in Figure C.5a. The distance between two adjacent dots
was 5.00 mm, with position precision of ±0.5 µm . The calibration plate is placed parallel
to XY plane and is imaged at five Z positions 10 mm apart form each other (i.e. Z
= 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 mm) as shown in Figure C.5b, the corresponding w position of
the planes in image coordinate system is recorded from the side camera. For each gap
and at every wi position, top camera calibration require the world (X, Y, Z) and image
(u, v, w) coordinates of 16 control points (d1, d2, ..., d16) as the calibration plane under goes
a known translation from wo to wn. Each control point on the calibration grid underwent
known translation motion, for example point d1 shown in Figure C.5c, went from position
(uo,vo,wo) to position (un,vn,wn). The u and v values of intermediate locations of d1 i.e.
for its wo ≤ wi ≤ wn are obtained using linear interpolation as follows:
u− uo
un − uo =
v − vo
vn − vo =
w − wo
wn − wo (C.3)
by implementing the above equation, u and v coordinates of all control points d1, d2, ..., d16
at every wo ≤ w ≤ wn are obtained.
Once the (u,v) coordinates of all the control points (d1, d2, ..., d16) for all wo ≤ wi ≤
wn is calculated. The array of coefficients (a1, a2, ..., a10) and (b1, b2, ..., b10) for mapping
polynomial shown in Equation C.4 and C.5 respectively are calculated for wo ≤ wi ≤ wn.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure C.4: Foreign object placed inside tube bundle (a) White markers painted on Foreign
object (b) Top Camera and (c) Side Camera.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure C.5: Calibration of Top camera (a) Calibration Plate (b) Five images of Calibration
Plate at known Z locations (b) Calibration Plate translation motion in image coordinates.
For w = wi location of the measurement volume, the relationship between (u,v) and (X,Y)
is established by using the following third order mapping polynomial:
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Xwi = a1 + a2u+ a3v + a4u
2 + a5v
2 + a6uv + a7u
3 + a8v
3 + a9u
2v + a10uv
2 (C.4)
Ywi = b1 + b2u+ b3v + b4u
2 + b5v
2 + b6uv + b7u
3 + b8v
3 + b9u
2v + b10uv
2 (C.5)
here coefficients of the polynomial are obtained based on the coordinated of the control
points on the calibration grid using least square method.
Image analysis for the top camera is done on the 7127 images recorded at 150 Hz for
every time realization. For ith image, Figure C.4b show the foreign object as seen by the
top camera. Masking function is used to located both gaps on the top camera images
as shown in Figure C.6. The centroid position (ui, vi) for both markers located in both
gaps are obtained and its respective wi position is obtained from the side camera. For this
w = wi location of foreign object, the relationship between (u, v) and (X, Y ) is established
by using the corresponding third order mapping polynomial from equation C.4 and C.5.
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Figure C.6: Masking top camera images.
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Appendix D
Sliding Velocity
Let the tubes be divided into n number of equal areas of width (M) as shown in Figure D.1a.
For foreign object vibrating against tube bundle tube, certain areas of tube experience
continuous contact (i.e., foreign object while vibrating will always be in contact with those
areas) while other areas experience discontinuous contact (i.e. foreign object goes in and out
of contact). For tube areas that are in continuous contact, the sliding distance experience
by ith area (Ai) is obtained directly from the discrete displacement time realization as
follows:
Sd(Ai) =
N∑
i=1
|Zi+1(t)− Zi(t)| (D.1)
here, for current study each recorded time history has N = 7124 points recorded at 150
Hz.
For discontinuous contact [91], the number of crossings (r) experience by ith area (Ai)
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Figure D.1: Discontinues sliding contact due to foreign object vibration (a) Discrete areas
of width M on tube bundle tube (b) Time history (c) Histogram of crossings (r) as a
function of Z.
of the tube during the recorded time realization is calculated from the time realization as
shown in Figures D.1b and D.1c. During every foreign object crossing, the tube area (Ai)
experience sliding distance equal to the width of the contact area between tube and foreign
object. The width (M = 2b) of the contact area, where b is the length of semi-minor axis
of the ellipse calculated in Appendix K, is used to calculate the sliding distance as follows:
Sd(Ai) = rM (D.2)
The sliding velocity experience by tube area (Ai) during each recorded time history is
calculated as follows:
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Sv(Ai) =
Sd(Ai)
(t)
(D.3)
here, sliding distance is obtained form either equation D.1 or D.2, and t form current
time history of foreign object(which is 47.5 seconds).
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Appendix E
Extrapolating PSD & Estimate time
realization
E.1 Extrapolation of PSD
Due to velocity constrains in the experimental facility, experiments were conducted at
pitch velocity of 2 m/s (ReD = 36, 257) and 2.5 m/s (ReD = 42, 682). Wear due to
foreign objects at higher flow velocities is estimated by extrapolating the sliding velocity
of foreign object as a function of flow velocity. The response of foreign object at higher
flow velocities is estimated from the response obtained experimentally and by utilizing
extrapolation based on power balancing [118–120]. This method has been used previously
to predict the response of structures based on the known response of a dynamically similar
reference structure. [121–129].
Basis of this extrapolation method is that for any dynamic system undergoing steady
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state or stationary vibration, the power input into the system is balanced by the power
dissipated by the system [118–120]. Barret et al. [122] used this method to extrapolate
the vibration response of rocket skin excited due to random acoustic pressure fluctuations.
Ando & Qinzhong [126] showed that this extrapolation technique provides good predictions
and, in some cases, gives better accuracy than the more complicated and time consuming
Statistical Energy Analysis method. Frebee [128] and On & Hendricks [129] employed this
approach to predict the response of new space vehicles based on the known response of
dynamically similar structures. Jewell [130] used the power balancing technique method
to predict the response in rocket vehicle structures.
The hook shaped foreign objects inside the tube-bundle behaves as a planar physical
pendulum with movable pivot point, driven by dynamic pressure due to turbulence which
is a power input source. The power dissipated by foreign object is mainly due to friction,
which can be estimated from the measured dynamics of foreign object. Using the ratio
of power balance equations for structure response at reference and new flow environment,
equation (E.1), can be used to obtained the extrapolation function.
(Pin)new
(Pin)ref
=
(Pout)new
(Pout)ref
(E.1)
where Pin is power input into the vibrating structure and Pout is power dissipated by the
vibrating structure. Since the PSD of pressure fluctuation inside tube bundle is known
at various Reynolds number flow environment from previous empirical studies, the power
input ((Pin)new and (Pin)ref ) to the structure can be estimated for both reference and new
flow environment [13]. The power dissipated (Pout)ref by the structure at reference flow
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environment is estimated using the displacement PSD obtained experimentally. The power
dissipated (Pout)new by the structure at new flow environment is then estimated based on
the known power input ratio
(
(Pin)new
(Pin)ref
)
and known power dissipated (Pout)ref of reference
flow environment.
The power input due to randomly fluctuating pressure acting on foreign object is ob-
tained by the following expression [118,119,131]:
Pin =
piA2s
M
∫ fb
fa
Gpp(f)
fb − fadf (E.2)
where Gpp is the random pressure power spectral density with lower and upper frequency
bounds fa and fb, f is frequecney, As is the surface area of the foreign object and M
is the mass of the foreign object. Equation E.2 requires random pressure power spectral
density (Gpp) acting on foreign object logged inside tube-bundle at both reference and new
pitch velocities conditions as an input. This expression is obtained from previous empirical
studies which provides pressure power spectral density (Gpp) inside tube-bundle periphery
at various flow conditions. Belvin [14] and Pettigurw [132] proposed an empirically de-
rived expression for the random pressure PSD inside tube bundle to calculate the random
vibration response of steam generator tubes. Axisa et el. [133] in their study on normal
rectangular and normal triangular tube bundle geometry found the reduced force spectrum
to be independent of the tube geometry for single phase cross flow. Au-yang [13] combined
available data from previous empirical studies and proposed the following expression for
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estimating pressure power spectral density in tube array periphery:
Gpp(F ) =
1
4
ρ2Up
3DG¯pp(F ) (E.3)
where G¯pp is normalized pressure power spectral density, Up is the pitch velocity and D is
the tube diameter. For tubes in upstream rows, the following values of G¯pp is suggested,
G¯pp =

0.01 for F < 0.1
0.2 for 0.1 ≤ F ≤ 0.4
5.3E − 4/F 7/2 for F > 0.4
where, F is the dimensionless frequency,
F =
fD
Up
(E.4)
Rate of work done by friction force gives the following expression for power dissipated
by randomly vibrating foreign object [134]:
Pout =
√
8piNf
√∫ fb
fa
f 2GZZ(f)df (E.5)
where Nf is the friction force, f is frequency and GZZ is the displacement power spectral
density with lower and upper frequency bounds fa and fb. The reference function for GZZ
used in equation (E.5) is obtained empirically.
Substituting equation (E.5), (E.2) and (E.3) into equation (E.1) and simplifying it gives
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the following equation relating new and reference displacement PSD:
(GZZ(f))new = (GZZ(f))ref
(Up)ref
(Up)new
(E.6)
Finally, the frequencies within the frequency bound fa to fb of the displacement power
spectral density are extrapolated as follows [126,129].
fnew = fref
(
(Up)new
(Up)ref
)(
dref
dnew
)
(E.7)
where, d is diameter of wire samples or width of plate samples.
E.2 Estimate time realization
So far the displacement PSD (GZZ) of the foreign object is extrapolated, but the goal of
this appendex is to estimate the corrosponding time realizationa and use it in Appendix D
to estimate sliding velocity. This is accomplished by using the extrapolated displacement
PSD to estimate time realization through the method proposed by Irvine [125] and Wijker
et al. [135]. The amplitudes and associated frequencies obtained from the displacement
PSD (GZZ) are substituted into the following equation to estimate the time realization:
Z(t) =
n∑
i=1
Aisin(2pifit+ φi) (E.8)
where, Z(t) is the time realization function, n is the number of frequencies, f is the
frequency of the vibrating system, φ is the phase and A is the vibrating amplitude of
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the associated frequency. The phase is assumed to be a random variable with uniform
distribution. This new time realization exhibits the same statistical characteristics i.e.
Kurtosis, skewness, probability density function etc as the reference time realization. From
the extrapolated time realization, the sliding velocity is calculated in Appendix D and
finally, the wear time to reach 40% of the tube wall thickness at higher pitch velocities is
obtained.
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Appendix F
Bending analysis
The maximum deflection (∆max) experienced by foreign object was calculated assuming
that simply supported foreign object was in cross flow orientation to the flow as can be
seen in Figure F.1a [136]. The deflection experienced by foreign object when the yaw angle
is 180 degree should be largest since the foreign object will experience largest drag force
distribution (l) in this configuration.
Second moment of area (I) is calculated as follows:
For wire with cross-section shown in Figure F.1c:
I =
pi
4
(
dw
2
)4
(F.1)
For Plate with cross-section shown in Figure F.1b:
I =
dph
3
p
12
(F.2)
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure F.1: Simply supported beam deflection due to distributed load (a) Schematic of
Foreign object deflection. (b) Plate cross-section. (c) Wire cross-section.
Reynolds number (Red) was calculated using the following equation:
Red =
ρUpd(w or p)
µ
(F.3)
Front area (Or) for wire and plate samples is calculated as follows:
Or = (d(w or p))(P ) (F.4)
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The distributed drag force (l) on the body was calculated as follows:
l =
1
2
CdρU
2
pOr
P
(F.5)
where, the drag coefficient is obtained form the literature based on the foreign object
Reynolds number [137].
Finally, the maximum defection experienced by simply supported foreign object is cal-
culated as follows:
∆max =
5lP 4
384EI
(F.6)
The pitch velocity experience by foreign object ranges between 2.5 m/s to 8.0 m/s.
The deflection experienced by foreign object should be maximum when the pitch velocity
is 8 m/s and the yaw angle is 180 degrees (i.e cross flow orientation). Using the constant
summarized in Table F.1 and the methodology presented above, the maximum deflection
is calculated and is presented in Table F.2. For this results, it can be deducted that even
in this extreme case scenario, both wire and plate samples experience negligible deflection
and can be considered as rigid object inside tube bundle.
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Table F.1: Constants for foreign object bending analysis
Constants Wire Plate
dw (m) 0.0012 -
dp (m) - 0.0046
hp (m) - 0.0005
P (m) 0.0236 0.0236
E (GPa) [138] 193 193
Cd [137] 1.2 2
ρ (Kg/m3) [137] 998.2 998.2
µ (Pa.s) [137] 0.0012 0.0012
Up (m/s) 8 8
Table F.2: Maximum deflection experienced by simply supported Foreign object
Wire (10−6 m) Plate (10−3 m)
Max deflection(m) 9.5 0.1
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Appendix G
Statistical Properties
Mean and RMS
Random time realization recorded for time interval T is shown in Figure G.1. For
discrete displacement time realization (containing N = 7127 points) recorded during the
experiments, the mean can then be obtained as follows:
A¯Z =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Z(tn) (G.1)
Data with mean removed:
Zo(tn) = Z(tn)− A¯Z (G.2)
Standard deviation of the data can be obtained as follows:
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Figure G.1: Random time history.
ARMS,Z =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
(Zo(tn))
2 (G.3)
Autocorrelation
Autocorrelation gives the correlation of the time realization with itself at different time
delay τ . This autocorrelation of a time realization gives an indication of the time interval
over which the data is correlated. For a discrete time realization with N points separated
by interval ∆T , for τ = m∆T , autocorrelaiton can be obtained as follows:
RZZ(τ) =
1
N −m
N−m∑
n=1
Zo(t)Zo(t+ τ) (G.4)
this can be done for different τ obtain the plots in chapter 4.
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For continuous signal can be obtained as follows:
RZZ(τ) = lim
T→∞
1
2T
∫ +T
−T
Zo(t)Zo(t + τ) dt (G.5)
Power Spectral Density (PSD)
Power spectral density gives the indication of frequency content associated with random
signal. Fourier transform of autocorrelation gives the Power Spectral Density:
SZZ(ω) = lim
T→∞
1
2pi
∫ +T
−T
R(τ)e−iωτ dτ (G.6)
Here, SZZ(w) is two sided PSD as a function of angular frequency. This can be expressed
as single sided PSD as a function of frequency as follows:
GZZ(f) = 4piSZZ(ω) (G.7)
The area under the curve of power spectral density, gives the mean square value
(ARMS,Z)
2 of the random signal.
Probability Density
For a time signal seen in Figure G.1, to determine the percentage of time the random
variable such as displacement of the foreign object exceeds a given value, a probability
density function is required. Probability that Z(t) lies between the interval Z and Z + ∆Z
can be obtained as:
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prob[Z < Z(t) < Z + ∆Z] =
∑
i
ti
T
(G.8)
For a very small interval ∆Z, a probability density function can be defined as
prob[Z < Z(t) < Z + ∆Z] = p(Z)∆Z (G.9)
where,
p(Z) =
∑
i
ti
T∆Z
(G.10)
For very small ∆Z and very long time duration T, the probability density function can
be written as:
p(Z) = lim
∆Z→0
[
lim
T→∞
(∑
i
ti
T∆Z
)]
(G.11)
Quantile
Quantile in qq plot are points in the data below which a certain fraction or percentage
of points falls. For example, in a 0 mean normally distributed data, the 0.5 quantile is 0,
that is 50% or half of the data falls below 0.
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Appendix H
Displacement Time Realizations
Figures H.1, H.2, H.3, and H.4, show the X, Y and Z amplitude response of point p on
the wire type foreign object of length L/D = 2.8, 3.4, 4.0 and 4.6 at Tu = 2.0% and Re =
36, 257, respectively. As can be seen in these figures, the Z amplitude response is relatively
large compare to X and Y response for all L/D. Similarly, Figures H.5 and H.6, show the
X, Y and Z amplitude response of point p on the plate type foreign object of length L/D
= 3.4 and 4.0 at Tu = 2.0% and Re = 36, 257, respectively. The Z amplitude response of
plate samples, same as wire samples, is relatively large compared to its X and Y amplitude
response.
Figures H.7, H.8, H.9, and H.10, show the X, Y and Z amplitude response of point p
on the wire type foreign object of length L/D = 2.8, 3.4, 4.0 and 4.6 at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 36, 257, respectively. The Z amplitude response of these wire samples is relatively
large compared to its X and Y amplitude response. Compared to the amplitude repose of
wire samples at Tu = 2.0% (as discussed in previous paragraph), these wire samples shows
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reduction in peak-to-peak amplitude due to increase in Tu.
Figures H.11, H.12, H.13, and H.14, show the X, Y and Z amplitude response of point
p on the wire type foreign object of length L/D = 2.8, 3.4, 4.0 and 4.6 at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682, respectively. Similar to other flow environment, the Z amplitude response
of wire samples is more dominant compared to X and Y amplitude response. Compared
to Figures H.7,H.8, H.9, and H.10, the peak-to-peak response of wire samples increase
with increase in Re. Figures H.15 and H.16, show the X, Y and Z amplitude response of
point p on the plate type foreign object of length L/D = 3.4 and 4.0 at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682, respectively. As can be seen in these graphs, the Z amplitude response of
plate samples, same as wire samples, is relatively large compared to its X and Y amplitude
response.
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Figure H.1: Displacement time realization of L/D = 2.8 wire sample at Tu = 2.0% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.2: Displacement time realization of L/D = 3.4 wire sample at Tu = 2.0% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.3: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.0 wire sample at Tu = 2.0% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.4: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.6 wire sample at Tu = 2.0% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.5: Displacement time realization of L/D = 3.4 plate sample at Tu = 2.0% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.6: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.0 plate sample at Tu = 2.0% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.7: Displacement time realization of L/D = 2.8 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.8: Displacement time realization of L/D = 3.4 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.9: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.0 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.10: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.6 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 36, 257.
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Figure H.11: Displacement time realization of L/D = 2.8 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682.
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Figure H.12: Displacement time realization of L/D = 3.4 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682.
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Figure H.13: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.0 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682.
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Figure H.14: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.6 wire sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682.
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Figure H.15: Displacement time realization of L/D = 3.4 plate sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682.
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Figure H.16: Displacement time realization of L/D = 4.0 plate sample at Tu = 7.5% and
Re = 42, 682.
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Appendix I
Stationary Plots
Figures I.1, I.2, I.3, and I.4, shows the running mean and rms plot for wire and plate
samples. As can be seen in these graphs, the mean and rms value have converged for all
wire and plate samples. As discussed earlier, the absence of any monotonic or fluctuating
trend in these graphs indicate the vibration being weekly stationary.
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Figure I.1: Running Mean and RMS of Z displacement time realization from wire samples
with L/D = 2.8.
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Figure I.2: Running Mean and RMS of Z displacement time realization from wire samples
with L/D = 3.4.
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Figure I.3: Running Mean and RMS of Z displacement time realization from wire samples
with L/D = 4.6.
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Figure I.4: Running Mean and RMS of Z displacement time realization from plate samples
with L/D = 3.4.
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Appendix J
Reverse arrangement Hypothesis
This trend test is employed to confirm the stationarity of the data [100]. This test is very
good at detecting monotonic trend and not fluctuating trends. Following assumptions
are considered when employing this test: 1) If the random process in non-stationary, the
statistical properties computed in each of the small time interval will vary significantly
from each other. 2) Week stationariy is acceptable for current data analysis. 3) The time
history is very long compared to the random fluctuation of the data.
Divide the time history Z(t) with time interval T, into n smaller time histories of time
interval δT :
Z1, Z2, Z3, ..., Zn (J.1)
Compute the RMS amplitude associated with each time history:
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ARMS,Z1 , ARMS,Z2 , ARMS,Z3 , ..., ARMS,Zn (J.2)
Count the number of times ARMS,Zi > ARMS,Zj for i < j:
hij =

1 if ARMS,Zi > ARMS,Zj
0 otherwise
Then, the reverse arrangement ξi is obtained as follows
ξi =
N∑
j=i+1
hij (J.3)
and
ξ =
N∑
i=1
ξi (J.4)
For sequence with n number of independent observations of a random variable, the
mean and variance is obtained as follows:
µ =
n(n− 1)
4
(J.5)
σ2 =
n(2n+ 5)(n− 1)
72
(J.6)
For the hypothesis (i.e. the random response is stationary) to be true, reverse arrange-
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ment ξ obtained from the above analysis should lie within the 95% confidence interval
bounds.
Example: Time realization of Wire sample with length L/D = 2.8 vibrating at Tu =
2.0% and ReD = 36, 257 is split into n = 10 equal intervals with each interval containing
712 points. The rms value obtained from each interval is shown in Table J.1.
The number of reverse arrangements in the observations are shown in Table J.2. The
total number of reverse arrangement is ξ = 29.
Assuming the observations are independent observation of random variable ARMS,Z
with no trend. The acceptance region for this hypothesis is at 95% confidence interval is
as follows:
ξ10;(0.975) ≤ ξ ≤ ξ10;(0.025) (J.7)
the bounds are obtained from the literature, with ξ10;(0.975) = 12 and ξ10;(0.025) = 33 [100].
Since ξ lie within these bounds the hypotheses that rms is stationary is accepted.
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Table J.1: RMS amplitude
i ARMS,Zi
1 0.46
2 0.53
3 0.53
4 0.45
5 0.53
6 0.44
7 0.44
8 0.38
9 0.47
10 0.47
Table J.2: Reverse Arrangement
i ξi
1 4
2 8
3 6
4 3
5 5
6 1
7 1
8 0
9 1
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Appendix K
Contact Area
Inside tube bundle the angle between the central axis of the tube and foreign object in
contact varies. For simplicity, it is assumed that the area of contact between wire and tube
is the same as the area of contact of two cylinders with their central axis perpendicular to
each other. This appendix calculate the contact area of two rigid body cylinders with their
central axis perpendicular to each other as shown in Figure K.1a [2, 139]. Two cylinders
with different diameter forms a contact area in the shape of an ellipses as shown in Figure
K.1b. The semi-minor axis length (b) and semi-major axis length (a) of this ellipse are
shown in Figure K.1b. It is important to note that the length (b) shown in this figure is in
the Z direction. The length of semi-major axis is calculated using the following formula:
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(a) (b)
Figure K.1: Contact area of two cylinders perpendicular to each other (a) Three-
dimensional View (b) Contact area dimensions. Adapted from [2]
b = 0.909nb(Nkγ) (K.1)
The length of semi-minor axis is calculated using the following formula:
a = 0.909na(Nkγ) (K.2)
here, nb and na are constants obtained from literature and are calulated based on the
ratio of the diameters and geometry [2], N is the normal force on the foreign object, k is
obtained from the geometric parameters and γ is obtained using material properties. Force
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(N) acting on the foreign object is calculated as follows:
N =
1
2
CdρU
2
pOr
e
(K.3)
where, Cd is the drag coefficient, ρ is fluid density, Up is pitch velocity, Or is the frontal
area of the foreign object and e is the number of tubes in contact with the foreign object.
The frontal area (Or) for the foreign object is calculated as follows:
Or = dwL(−cos(φ)) (K.4)
Constant k is calculated as follows:
k =
dwD
dw +D
(K.5)
Constant γ is calculated as follows:
γ =
1− ν2w
Ew
− 1− ν
2
D
ED
(K.6)
where, νw and νD are Poission’s ratio and Ew and ED are modulus of elasticity for
wire and tube respectively. Using the constants presented in Table K.1, the dimensions
of contact area for wire samples of length L/D = 4.0 are calculated and are presented in
Table K.2.
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Table K.1: Constants for contact mechanics
Constants Wire Tube
dw (m) 0.0012 -
D (m) - 0.0175
L (m) - 0.070
na - 2.80
nb 0.49 -
Ew (GPa) [138] 193 -
ED (GPa) [140] - 207
νw 0.24 -
νD - 0.314
CD 1.2 -
ρ (Kg/m3) 998.2 998.2
e 2 2
φ(degrees) 120 -
Table K.2: Contact Dimensions
Up (m/s) b(m)(10
−6) a(m)(10−6)
2.11 2.8 16.0
2.68 3.3 18.8
3.45 3.9 22.3
4.22 4.4 25.4
4.98 4.9 28.4
5.75 5.4 31.3
6.51 5.9 34.0
7.28 6.4 36.6
7.67 6.9 37.9
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